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Paul Christesen 

Imagining Olympia: 
Hippias of Ells and the First Olympic Victor List 

Introduction 

In the late fifth or early fourth century, Hippias of Elis produced a work with 
the title of 'OA.u~movtK&v avaypaq>~. This work contained both historical 
information about Olympia and the Olympic Games and the first cumulative 
catalog of Olympic victors. The catalog began with the iteration of the 
Olympics ostensibly organized by Iphitus of Elis and Lycurgus of Sparta, 
which Hippias placed in the year corresponding to 776. Individual Olympiads 
in the catalog were identified solely on the basis of eponymous stadion victors.1 

Even though almost nothing of Hippias' anagraphe has survived, it remains 
a document of considerable importance because it was the basis of all 
subsequent versions of the Olympic victor list. The Olympiads in the list 
were eventually numbered, and those numbered Olympiads were used to 
express many of the dates found in ancient Greek sources. In addition, the 
list of victors in the stadion race for the first 249 Olympiads preserved in 
Eusebius' Chronographia has been used by modem historians as an important 
source of information about Greece of the Archaic period and about the 
development of the Olympic Games. Hippias' anagraphe, as a result, continues 
to affect our understanding of the chronology and history of Archaic Greece, 
and thus merits close examination. 

The production of the anagraphe required a great deal of effort on Hippias' 
part, not least because there was no pre-existing catalog of Olympic victors on 
which he could draw. Why, then, did Hippias invest the requisite time and 
energy? Careful study of the historical context in which the O!Jmpionikon 

1 The stadion race was a footrace over a distance of roughly 200 meters. All dates are B.C.E. unless 
otherwise specified. All translations of ancient Greek sources are those Of this author. Greek 
names have been transliterated in such a way as to be as faithful as possible to original spellings 
while taking into account established usages for well-known individuals. Thanks are due to Cecilia 
Gaposchkin, Sarah Murray, and Roberta Stewart for their comments on earlier versions of this 
article. Responsibility for the views expressed here and for any errors or omissions is solely my 
own. 
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anagraphe was written and what is known of its contents shows that Hippias 
produced this work in order to buttress Elean claims to Olympia and the 
surrounding regions in the face of a growing threat from Sparta. 

Ongoing Elean expansion over the course of the fifth century generated 
significant tension with Sparta, and in the early stages of the Peloponnesian 
War the Eleans breached their long-standing alliance with Sparta. The Eleans 
accused the Spartans of violating the Olympic truce, excluded the Spartans 
from Olympia when they refused to pay a fine . for violating the truce, and 
aligned themselves with Athens. When the end of the Peloponnesian War 
untied their hands, the Spartans rapidly took action against the Eleans. A 
succession of punitive expeditions forced the Eleans to capitulate to a range 
of Spartan demands. Xenophon makes it clear the Spartans seriously 
contemplated terminating Elean control over Olympia at this time. 

The loss of Olympia would have been a severe blow to Elis, and so 
Hippias, the official Elean representative to Sparta, acted to reinforce Elean 
claims to Olympia. The historical material in his O[ympionikon anagraphe 
identified the Spartans in general and Lycurgus in particular as playing a major 
part in establishing Elean control of Olympia and adjacent territories. The 
victor catalog chronicled an unbroken succession of Olympiads held (with 
some exceptions) under the auspices of the Eleans since the time of Iphitus 
and Lycurgus. Hippias thus offered a history of Olympia according to which 
the Spartans would contravene the actions of their hallowed lawgiver in taking 
Olympia from Elis. The anagraphe was, therefore, as much a political 
document as a focused exploration of the history of the Olympic Games and 
Olympic victors. The political nature of Hippias' anagraphe has important 
ramifications for the use of the Olympic victor list as a historical source. 

Hippias and his anagraphe 

Hippias was a renowned sophist and in this guise plays a role in a number of 
Platonic dialogues, which are the key sources of Hippias' biographical 
information? He is described as a polymath with unusual powers of 
memory.3 His vast learning is evident from his claim that he regularly made 
public appearances at the Olympic Games during which he offered to 

2 On Hippias' life, cf. Bjombo 1907; Freeman 1966, 381-91; Guthrie 1962-1981, III:280-85; and 
Pfeiffer 1968, 51-54. Philosttatus relied heavily on the Platonic dialogues for the information about 
Hippias he provides in his Lives of the Sophists. 
3 In the Hippias Major (285e), Hippias claims that "Upon hearing fifty names once, I can repeat 
them from memory" (iina.~ a.lCouoa.c; nEV'tfJKoVta. OVOIJ.!l'tO. U1tOJlVTJJlOVEUooo). Callias is said in 
Xenophon's Symposium (4.62) to have learned the "art of memorizing" from Hippias. Cf. also 
Hippias Minor 368d; Philosttatus, Lives of the Sophists 1.2.1; and Ammianus Marcellinus 16.5.8. 
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AEyovta on av n~ ~oUAfl't<lt cbV av flot d~ bciost~tv 7tapsmceuacrf.tEvOV u, Kat a7tOKptVOflEVOV •0 ~OUAOflEvql on av n~ Epong .... 

speak on whatever subject any one might wish from those I have 
prepared for display, and to answer whatever question anyone might 
ask.4 
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The subjects on which he worked included mathematics astronomy music 
' ' ' painting, sculpture, rhetoric, philology, and mnemonic techniques. 5 

The reputation that Hippias enjoyed sprang not only from his work as a 
sophist, bu~ also from his diplomatic activity. He served with some regularity 
as. an ~ffic1al Elean envoy to Sparta. In the Hippias Mqjor (281a-b) Socrates 
asks him why he has not been in Athens in quite some time. Hippias replies 
that 

ou yap crxoA-t1, c1 LWKpa'tS~. ~ yap "HA-t~ O'taV n o6flmt Ota7tp6.~aereat 
7tp6~ nva 'tiDV 7tOASWV, ad Em 7tpiD'tOV EflE EPXS't<lt 'tiDV 1tOAt'tiDV 
aipouf.tEvll 7tpscr~eu'ttlv, ~YOUflEvfl OtKacr-nlv Kat liyysA,ov iKavro'ta'tov 
dvat 'tiDV AOyWV o1 av 7tapa 'tiDV 7tOAeWV EKU(j't(OV Atywvtat. 7tOMUKt~ 
~ o-6v Kat si~ aUa~ 7t0Aet~ E7tpScr~eucra, 7tAetcr'ta OE Kat 7tSpt 
7tAetcr'tWV Kat f.tsyicr'twv si~ -nlv AaKsoai~.tova· 

I have not had leisure, Socrates. For Elis, whenever it needs to conduct 
any business with one of the poleis, always comes to me first among the 
citizens, and chooses me as envoy, considering me to be the most 
capable judge and messenger of the pronouncements that are made by 
each of the poleis. I, therefore, have often represented her in other cities, 
but most often, and on the most numerous and important matters, in 
Lacedaemon. 

Hippias not surprisingly took a special interest in heightening his appeal in 
Sparta. In an exchange between Socrates and Hippias in the Hippias Mqjor 
(285b-e), Socrates asks Hippias the reasons for his popularity among the 
Spartans. Hippias replies that the Spartans do not enjoy hearing about 
astronomy, geometry, mathematics, or harmonies, preferring to hear 

7tSpt 'tiDV yevffiv... 'tiDV 'tS ~pWWV Kat 'tiDV avepro7tWV, Kat 'tiDV 
Ka'totKicrswv, ro~ 'tO <iPXatov EK'ticr9flcrav ai 7t0Aet~, Kat cruUt'l~OflV 
7t6.crfl~ rij~ apxmoA-oyia~ .... 

4 Hippias Minor 363c-d. 
5 Philosttatus, Lives of the Sophists 1.2.1-3. 
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about genealogies ... of heroes and men, and the founding of poleis, about 
how they were originally established, and in short, the whole study of 
things ancient.6 

He adds that he has, as a result, memorized material of that sort in order to 
please the Spartans. 

Hippias wrote prolifically and on a wide array of topics.7 Suidas (s.v. 
Hippias) states that Hippias £ypa'ljfE noA.A.a, but does not list the tides of his 
works. In the Hippias Minor (368c-d) he is said to have brought epics, 
tragedies, dithyrambs, and various prose writings that he had composed to 
Olympia with him. When the residents of Messene in Sicily erected statues at 
Olympia to commemorate a boys' chorus that died at sea, Hippias wrote 
elegiac verses that were inscribed on the statue bases (Pausanias 5.25.4). 

Philostratus states that Hippias wrote a TprotKO<; otaA.oyo<; that included a 
speech in which Nestor counseled Neoptolemus on how to gain a good 
reputation,8 and he may also have written an O!Jmpikos.9 As we might expect, 
he also wrote about Elis10 and Lycurgus.11 There is only one extant fragment 
of his O!Jmpionikon anagraphe but, as we will see below, a good deal about its 
contents can be deduced from the work of later authors who wrote about the 
Olympics and Olympic victors. 

Projects that involved compiling large amounts of information seem to 
have been one of Hippias' particular specialties. Athenaeus (608£) cites 
Hippias' l:uvayroy~ as the source of information about Thargelia of Miletus, 
who was famous for her beauty (and for marrying fourteen times). Andreas 
Patzer has shown that the Synagoge was a collection of short quotations from a 
wide range of authors, organized thematically, on subjects ranging from 
metaphysics to famous women.12 The only surviving direct quotation of 
Hippias' work, in which Hippias claims to be able to combine various literary 
passages into a new and interesting piece,13 comes from the preface to the 
Synagoge.14 The Scholiast to Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica 3.1179 mentions 

6 J. Brunschwig 1984 has argued that Hippias used this material to help legitimize Spartan 
hegemony over the Peloponnese. 
7 Cf. the collection of fragments at Diels and Kranz 1951-1952, II:326-34. 
8 Lives of the Sophists 1.2.4; cf. Hippias Major 286a-b. 
9 Freeman 1966, 382 believes that Philostratus is mistaken in identifying this as a dialogue rather 
than a speech. On the O(ympikos, cf. Schiitrumpf 1972, 28. 
10 Scholiast to Pindar's Nemean 7.53. 
11 Plutarch, Lycur;gus 23.1. 
12 Patzer 1986. 
13 Clement Alex., Stromata 6.2.15. 
l4 Tml'rcov racoc; erp,'tUt 'tU !!Ev 'Op<pd, 'tU OE Mouauicv, KU'tU ~PUxU iilclccv cilclcax.ou, 'tU OE 
'Hm68Q?, 'tu DE 'O!!ilPQ?, 'tu DE wl:c; iilclcotc; 't&v 1tOtll't&v, 'tU liE ev auyypu<patc;, 'tu !!Ev "E/c/cllat, 'tu 
DE ~ap~apmc;· f.yro DE EK 7tUV'tcov wthcov 'tu !!&yta'tu 1<ul. 6!!6<pu/ca auv8el.c; wmov KatVc>V Kat 
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a work called s9v&v OVO)laalat, evidendy a catalogue of place names. The 
O!Jmpionikon anagraphe can be comfortably compared to both the Synagoge and 
the Ethnon Onomasiai. 

However, whereas both the Synagoge and the Ethnon Onomasiai were based 
on a limited number of pre-existing literary sources, the anagraphe required the 
collection of a large amount of information from an array of diverse and 
dispersed sources.15 The historical material in the anagraphe could in all 
probability have been rapidly written up on the basis of local mythoi, but the 
victor catalog was another matter entirely. Before Hippias produced his 
anagraphe, lists of victors in at least some specific iterations of the Olympics 
were on display at Olympia, inscribed on bronze plaques.16 In addition, 
numerous dedications of and honorary inscriptions to individual Olympic 
victors, both at Olympia and elsewhere, preserved relevant information.17 

There was, however, no single document, epigraphic or otherwise, that 
contained a complete, sequentially organized list of Olympic victors.18 In 

1tOAU!:tDfj 'tOY /c6yov 7tOtf]aO!!Ut ("Some of these things were perhaps said by Orpheus, some by 
Mousaios briefly in various places, some by Hesiod, some by Homer, some by other poets, some in 
prose works of Greek and non-Greek writers. But I, having put together the most important and 
similar parts from all of these, will make this piece new and varied"). 
15 The Synagoge was by definition a collection of quotes from literary sources. The Ethnon Onomasiai 
was presumably compiled in the same way, the obvious starting point being the older literary 
sources such as Homer and Hesiod that Hippias used in the Synagoge. The best comparandum 
would be Stephanus of Byzantium's Ethnica, a collection of place names derived from literary 
sources. 
16 One such plaque from the late fifth or early fourth century survives in fragmentary condition 
(lvO 17). 
17 Many of the relevant examples are collected in Ebert 1972 and Moretti 1953. 
18 It was long maintained that the Eleans kept a running, written list of Olympic victors beginning 
in 776. This now appears very unlikely, given the absence of any comparable material from the 
eighth century. The extant collection of early Greek inscriptions shows that Greeks recorded a 
surprisingly limited range of information on durable surfaces until the middle of the seventh 
century. Early Greek inscriptions focus on private concerns, primarily ownership or artistic 
creation, relationship with a god, or remembrance after death. The earliest extant public 
documents (such as decrees and treaties) date to sometime around 650. An eighth-century public 
inscription or two may be found at some point, but the basic pattern is now established beyond 
doubt. As L. H. Jeffery has pointed out, " ... nobody would assume that a class of inscription did not 
exist in one state because, despite extensive excavations, it has not been found there. But the case 
is different when, despite the amount of excavation now achieved in Greece, a class of inscription 
still remains unrepresented in any area ... " (1990, 59). Eighth-century records on perishable 
materials would have vanished long before Hippias' time. On the use of writing and literacy in 
archaic Greece, cf. Harris 1989, 45-49. There is no complete, up-to-date treatment of the evidence 
for Hippias' sources. The best discussions can be found in Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb1:221-28 and 
Weniger 1921-1922. For a history of the scholarship, cf. Bilik 2000. Cf. also Beloch 1912-27, 
I:148-54; Beloch 1929; Brinkmann 1915; Rester 1941; Honle 1972, 7-13; Jiithner 1909, 60-70; 
Korte 1904; Mahaffy 1881; Montgomery 1936; Mouratidis 1985; Mure 1850-57, 4: 74-90; Peiser 
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order to compile the victor catalog in the anagraphe, Hippias not only had to 
locate and examine a plethora of inscribed plaques and monuments at 
Olympia and elsewhere, but also had to seek out oral traditions preserved by 
families and communities. This material offered little or no internal dating 
information and contained substantial lacunae that could be made good only 
with great difficulty. Hippias, as a result, faced serious challenges, first in 
assembling an exhaustive list of victors, and then in putting those victors into 
an accurate chronological sequence.19 

Hipp~as was well-placed to produce a work on Olympic victors. He was a 
prominent citizen of Elis who regularly served in an official capacity and 
must therefore have been aware of and had easy access to the relevant 

' ' 
material at Olympia. He traveled extensively, both as an itinerant teacher and 
as a diplomat in the service of Elis, and so had ample opportunity to locate 
information about Olympic victors that was available in poleis other than Elis. 
In addition, his intellectual interests and the range of subjects on which he 
wrote were more than broad enough to include the production of a register of 
Olympic victors. 

This does not, however, account for why Hippias took the trouble to 
write his anagraphe, a work that required a great deal of effort to produce, or 
for the contents of the anagraphe, which included two different kinds of 
material, historical information on Olympia and a catalog of Olympic victors. 
Hippias may well have had a special attachment to his hometown, but this 
alone does not explain the anagraphe.20 If he simply wanted to praise the place 

1990; Wacker 1998; and Weniger 1905. On inscriptions from the eighth and seventh centuries, cf. 
Jeffery and Johnston 1990, 58-63. 
19 It is likely that most if not all of the men listed in Hippias' anagraphe actually did win an Olympic 
victory, but the Olympiad in which Hippias placed each victor was nothing more than an 
approximation. In addition, it remains possible that Hippias simply added names without any 
evidentiary basis. One must not lose sight of the fact that in an unnumbered eponym list, the 
eponym is as much a symbol for a year (or iteration of the Olympics) as a factual datum. Modern 
scholars are primarily interested in eponyms for prosopographical and historical purposes, but to 
ancient Greeks much of the value in an eponym list lay in its use as a time-reckoning instrument. 
As a result ancient Greeks must have been less interested than modern scholars in the question of 
whether a 'particular person held a particular office or won a victory in the year indicated in an 
eponym list. Eponyms could be and frequently were nothing more than a way of designating a year 
or Olympiad. The addition of names to get a list of the appropriate size was not, therefore, nearly 
as problematic for Hippias as it would be to a modern scholar. The accuracy of the names in the 
Olympic victor list has been the subject of vigorous debate. For a summary of the scholarship, cf. 
Bilik 2000. 
2o Various attempts have been made to account for Hippias' anagraphe. Sinn 2000, 4-5 reads the 
anagraphe as an attempt to legitimize E lean control over Olympia. He does not, however, take the 
Spartan-Elean war into account and, since he touches on this issue in a work aimed at the general 
public, he does not examine any of the relevant ancient sources. Wacker 1998 sees the anagraphe as 
a means of legitimizing Elean control over Olympia, but since he (erroneously) believes that 
Aristodemos of Elis, rather than Hippias, produced the first Olympic victor list, he places it against 
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of his birth, it would have been much easier for him to compose and deliver 
an encomium to Elis. Gorgias did just this, and Hippias, also a famous public 
speaker, could have followed suit. 21 Hippias may have had it in mind to 
construct a new time-reckoning system similar to those based on the Athenian 
archons and priestesses of Hera at Argas, but he could have done so without 
writing a work that included a substantial body of information about the 
history of Olympia and the Olympic Games.22 Interest in the Olympics and 

a very different historical background. Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb1 :221-28 takes the position that 
Hippias was motivated by patriotism. Peiser 1990 ties Hippias' work on the anagraphe to a 
competitive ethos among the entities controlling the sites of the various Parihellenic games, which 
ostensibly motivated Hippias to seek to establish the greater antiquity of the Olympics. Jacoby is 
clearly correct in a very general sense, and Peiser's view may add a nuance to the position defended 
in this paper, but neither author offers a compelling reason for Hippias to undertake the 
compilation of an Olympic victor list. Bilik 1998-1999 persuasively argues that the idea of the 
sacred neutrality of Elis found in Ephorus derived from Hippias (cf. infra) and that this idea came 
into being as the result of the conflict between Sparta and Elis. Bilik's primary concern, however, is 
proving that Ephorus used Hippias as a source for Elean sacred neutrality, and he touches on the 
related issues, particularly on Hippias' anagraphe, only in passing. 
21 He could also have written up the historical information in the anagraphe without compiling a 
victor catalog. On Gorgias' encomium to Elis, cf. Cameron 1995, 268-73 and Diels and Kranz 
1951-1952, II:287. 
22 Den Boer 1954, 49 argues that Hippias "wished to draft a chronological system based on 
Olympiads," and implies that Hippias may have written a historical chronicle along the lines of 
Charon and Hellanicus. Both of these authors were active shortly before Hippias produced his 
anagraphe. Both assembled eponym lists (of Spartan kings and ephors and of priestesses of Hera at 
Argos, respectively) and then used those eponyms as the framework of wide-ranging historical 
chronicles. Cf. infra for more details on the work of Charon and Hellanicus. While it is quite 
possibly true that Hippias wanted to construct a new time-reckoning system, there is no evidence 
that he did so because he wanted to write a historical chronicle. What is known about the contents 
of Hippias' anagraphe shows that its primary subject was Olympia and Olympic victors, so that it 
was not, in the usual sense of the term, a historical chronicle and was certainly not comparable to 
the chronicles of Charon and Hellanicus. Historians found the Olympic victor list to be a 
convenient framework around which to organize a narrative, but Philochoros, writing in the late 
fourth or early third century, seems to have been the fttst author to write a work of this sort. 
Philochoros' work was in no small part the result of the numbering of the Olympiads by Aristotle 
in his own version of the Olympic victor list and the synchronization of the various eponym lists by 
Timaeus of Tauremenium in the late fourth or early third century. Aristotle made the Olympiads 
into a numerical system that was simpler than any eponym system, and Timaeus made it possible to 
convert with ease dates expressed in various systems. One might also note that Hippias' extensive 
corpus does not seem to have included anything that could be described as a history. Aristotle's 
version of the Olympic victor list seems to have included both information about Olympia and a 
catalog of Olympic victors and was thus very similar to and perhaps modeled on Hippias' anagraphe. 
Aristotle was definitely aware of and made heavy use of other of Hippias' works, including the 
Synagoge. Cf. infra, n. 64. On Aristotle's work with the Olympic victor list, cf. Jacoby 1923-1958, 
I:477 and IIIb1:221-28 and Jiithner 1909, 60-70. For the fragments, cf. the collection at FRG 
II:182-84, to which the scholion to Pindar's O!Jmpian 9.86e should be added. On Timaeus' work, 
cf.Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb:581-91, 612,637-38 and IIIb1:526-47, 586-88; and Pearson 1987,37-52. 
On the use of Olympiads as the basis of a chronological system, cf. Ginzel 1906, II:350-60 and 
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Olympic victors no doubt played some role, but the importance of this factor 
ought not be exaggerated. There was a rich oral and written tradition about 
the foundation and early history of the Olympics, and the exploits of the more 
famous athletes were well commemorated in the form of highly visible 
monuments.23 Moreover, cumulative lists of victors in and of themselves do 
not seem to have held a great attraction. Aristotle and Callisthenes compiled 
the first list of Pythian victors over two hundred years after the Amphictyons 
reorganized the contests at Delphi, and complete catalogs of victors in the 
Isthmian and N emean Games were never assembled. 24 

One important, perhaps critical, factor that led to the production of 
Hippias' O!Jmpionikon anagraphe was a serious threat to Elean control over 
Olympia. Hippias, in response, wrote the O!Jmpionikon anagraphe with the 
intention of strengthening Elean claims to Olympia. This conclusion emerges 
from an examination of the situation in Elis when Hippias produced the 
anagraphe and what is known of the contents of the anagrtlphe. Because of the 
importance of the historical context in which Hippias worked, it is flrst 
necessary to establish the date when the anagraphe was written. 

The Date of Hippias' anagraphe 

Hippias produced the anagraphe sometime around 400.25 This date is based 
upon what is known about Hippias' life and the fact that he compiled the flrst 
complete catalog of Olympic victors. Hippias' akme fell in the second half of 
the flfth century, and he died at some point in the early fourth century. He 
appears in the Protagoras (337c-338b), set shortly before the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian War. In the Hippias Mcyor (282d-e) Hippias is characterized as 
no/-;o vEdrtEpo~ than Protagoras, who died at an advanced age in 420. In the 
Apology (19e) Socrates describes Hippias as currently traveling and teaching, 
which, if accurate, would extend Hippias' activities into the fourth century. 
Isocrates is said in some sources26 to have married Hippias' daughter Plathane 

Samuel1972, 189-94. On Philochoros and his writings, cf. Jacoby, 1923-1958, IIIb:97-98 and IIIb 
Suppl. 1:220-61. 
23 Pindar's epinikia, most notably O(ympian X, reflect the existence of an elaborate mythological 
tradition about the Olympic Games that significandy predates Hippias. For monuments to athletic 
victors, cf. the bibliography inn. 17. 
24 On the Aristotelian Pythian victor list, cf. Bousquet 1988, 97-101;Jacoby 1923-1958, 3b1: 213-16; 
Miller 1978; Robertson 1978; and Sanchez 2001, 18-20, 27, 75, 262-267. For the fragments, cf. 
FHG 2: 184 and Frags. 615-617 in Rose's collection. On the lack of complete catalogs of Isthmian 
and Nemean victors, cf. Pausanias 6.13.8. 
25 For the relevant secondary literature, cf. the bibliography cited supra in n. 2 as well as Jacoby 
1923-1958, Illb1:222 and supra, n. 15. 
26 Ps-Plutarch, Lives of the Ten Orators 838a and 839b; Zosimus, Life of Isocrates 253.4 (Westermarck). 
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when he was an old man, another claim that would indicate that Hippias was 
active well into the fourth century.27 This flts with Philostratus' statement28 

that Hippias lived an unusually long life. The composition of the anagraphe 
can, therefore, be placed anywhere in the second half of the flfth or the early 
fourth century. 

The fact that Hippias' anagraphe contained the flrst complete list of 
Olympic victors is a distinct help in assigning a more precise date to the 
appearance of this work. The only clear statement in the ancient sources 
about the genesis of th~ flrst list of Olympic victors can be found in Plutarch's 
Ufe ofNuma (1.4): 

'toU~ f.lEv o.Ov xp6vou~ E~UKpt~&cmt xa"J..£n6v EO''tl, Kat f.lUAlO''tU WO~ EK 
-r&v '0AUJ..L1[10vtK&v avayOJ..LEvOU~, d)y 't~V avaypacp~v C)\lfE cpamv 
'IJm{av EKbOUVUl 'tOV 'HA.EtOV, an'ou8EVO~ OpJ..LmJ..LEVOV avayKa{ou npo~ 

I mcrnv· 

It is difficult to make precise statements about chronology, and especially 
chronology based on the names of Olympic victors. They say that 
Hippias of Elis published the list of Olympic victors at a late date, 
starting with nothing authoritative that would encourage trust in the 
result.29 

Plutarch's assertion that Hippias produced the first catalog of Olympic victors 
is at ftrst glance surprising, given the great prestige enjoyed by Olympic 
victors and the relatively late date of Hippias' work. There is, however, no 
indication that an Olympic victor list was in circulation prior to the late flfth 
century. 30 This is most apparent from the manner in which Thucydides dates 
the beginning of the Peloponnesian War. 

27 Davies 1971, 247 doubts that Plathane's father Hippias was the same man as the E lean sophist. 
Freeman 1966, 381 believes that Tertullian is here confusing Hippias of E lis with Hippias the son 
of Peisisttatus. Tertullian, Apolog. 46.16, claims that Hippias was killed while organizing a plot 
against the state. However, this testimonium, which comes from an exposition of the reprehensible 
behavior of pagan philosophers, is of dubious reliability. Dusanic 1991 argues that Hippias died 
during the Corinthian War or shortly thereafter during a coup against an oligarchic Elean 
government that had been installed by Sparta after the events of c. 400. 
28 Lives of the Sophists 1.2.1. 
29 Plutarch does not supply the title of Hippias' work, but both Miiller and Jacoby in their 
collections of fragments make the reasonable inference based on. Plutarch's wording that it was 
known as '0A.U!l1ttoVtKffiV &vaypa<p~. Cf. Miiller 1878-1885, 11:61 and Jacoby 1923-1958, Illb:305. 
30 There are three pieces of evidence that might be taken to mean that a cumulative catalog of 
Olympic victors was extant before the time of Hippias. The first of these is an inscription from 
Olympia (IvO 22) dated on letter forms to c. 500. The inscription records a decree concerning the 
re-integration of exiles at Selinus. The preserved, heavily-damaged text includes a series of 
provisions about the restoration of property and ends with the following note: To liE Fthoc; upxet(t) 
haA.uvnta<; ha[ ............ ]EIIA[ ........ ] oKpu[teoc;] to [ ......... ]0AN[ .... ] ("This is the f.trst year of the 
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Olympiad in which [? son of ?] and [? son of ?] presided over the games'') . The text given here 
comes from van Effenterre and Ruze's Nomima (1.17) and is based on the readings proposed in 
Asheri 1979. Asheri, followed by Camassa 2002, took the dating provision in this inscription as 
proof that the Eleans were already maintaining an Olympic victor list in 500. Dittenberger and 
Purgold, in the original publication of the inscription, suggested that the text referred to a local 
Olympic festival at Selinus, but this is very unlikely given the find spot. There is good reason to 
believe that the Elean officials in charge of running the Olympics produced victor lists as early as 
500 (cf. Weniger 19211922). It is, however, important to avoid conflating these lists with Hippias' 
catalog. The lists produced by Elean officials consisted of a series of documents, probably 
inscribed on bronze, each of which gave the names of the presiding officials at and victors in an 
individual iteration of the games. These lists were displayed at Olympia, seemingly by nailing them 
to walls. Hippias used these lists, which almost certainly did not go back before the sixth century, 
and a variety of other sources to produce a cumulative catalog of Olympic victors stretching back 
to 776. Moreover, the decree as preserved uses the names of magistrates, not victors, to identify 
the Olympiad when the decree was passed. The decree came into effect during what was obviously 
a troubled time in the history of Selinus, and the Seluntines must have deposited a copy of the 
decree at Olympia in order to help assure its efficacy and enactment. The peace treaty signed by 
the Spartans and Athenians in 421 contained a similar provision for display of the text at Olympia 
(fhucydides 5.18.10). The nature of the decree was such that its date was of considerable 
importance, since it contained provisions about the restoration of property that were to some 
extent time-sensitive. When the decision was made to display the decree at Olympia, it was natural 
to attempt to find some way to date the decree relative to the Olympics. It is noteworthy that the 
names of magistrates are used for this purpose. The fragmentary state of the text means that a 
victor's name may have been included, but there is no sign that this was the case. This stands in 
sharp contrast to the practice that is evident shordy after Hippias produced his anagraphe, in 
accordance with which Olympiads were identified on the basis of an eponymous stadion victor (and 
later an Olympiad number), without any mention of the name of the magistrate(s) presiding over 
that iteration of the games. One might also note in this regard that the names of Hellanodikai 
(Elean officials who administered the Olympics) are used in two later decrees from Olympia 
(IvO 36, dated to 365-362, and IvO 39, dated to the end of the third century), in both cases 
seemingly as a dating formula. On the dating of IvO 39, cf. Moretti 1957, no. 596. The absence of 
victors' names in IvO 36 and 39 (the texts of both are complete), which appeared well after the 
initial publication of the Olympic victor list, shows that the system used in IvO 22 has no organic 
connection to the Olympic victor list. IvO 22 cannot, therefore, be taken as evidence for the 
existence of a cumulative catalog of Olympic victors before Hippias. The text as preserved does 
not refer to an Olympic victor but to magistrates in charge of the games. The use of magistrates to 
identify the Olympiad when the decree was deposited likely reflects the existence of documents 
recording the names of magistrates and victors at individual Olympiads, but not a complete listing 
of victors beginning in 776. On IvO 22, cf. Asheri 1979 and van Effenterre and Ruze 1994,76-83 
and the bibliography cited therein. Another inscription, from Selinus itself, dated to the middle of 
the fifth century prescribes that a ritual be performed at specific intervals, including before the 
Olympic truce. This shows an awareness of the cycle of the Olympic Games, but does not reflect 
the use of Olympiads as a means of reckoning time. On this law, cf. Jameson 1993. Both of these 
inscriptions highlight the peculiar importance of Olympia for Greeks settled in Magna Graecia. On 
this subject, cf. Honle 1972, 68-119. The final piece of evidence that might be taken to indicate the 
existence of a catalog of Olympic victors before Hippias is Pindar's O!Jmpian 10, which provides a 
list of victors in the iteration of the games organized by Herakles. The presence of a series of 
names in this poem does not mean that Pindar referred to a list of victors running back to 
Herakles' time. The mythoi surrounding Herakles were particularly rich, and Pindar could easily 
have drawn on those mythoi for the names of the victors in the Olympics organized by Herakles. In 
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Thucyclides was concerned about chronological preclSlon. He dated 
events by numbering the years of the war from the outbreak of hostilities and 
subdivided each year into two seasons, winter and summer. He anchored this 
system of relative chronology by providing the most thorough possible 
absolute date for the beginning of the war: 

"A s:' ' '~- ' e' s: "s: 'Ae ' ' PXS'tat us o 1tOM>flOc; sv svus l'Jul'J l'JVatrov Kat I1sA01tOVVl'J<rtrov 
\ ..... ~I J:... ... ' '?'"'I "' \ Kat 't(i)V SKatspqtc; ':l"flflaxrov, SV ql OU'tS S1tSflSlyvt>V'tO S'tt aKl'JpUK'tSt 

nap'aA.A.~A.ouc; KatacrtaVtsc; ts 9>vsx&c; lnoAi11ouv· yeypantat OB €~fjc; 
me; BKacrta ly{yvsto Kata Elepoc; Kat XSlfliDVa. Ttaaapa flBV yap Kat 
~I " ' I ~ I \ e\ ' L. uSKa S'tl'J SVSflStVaV at tptaKOV'tOU'tStc; <r1tOV0at at Syt;vOV'tO 
flSt'Eu~o{ac; ClA.rocrw· •41 OB 1tEfl1t'tq> Kat osKatq> ihst, lm Xpucr{ooc; lv 
"Apyst tots 1t~KOV'ta C>uo1v OEOV'ta E'tl'J i.sprofl~c; Kat AiVIlcr{ou 
lc:p6pou lv L1tUPTtJ Kat IIuflooffipou en Mo flfjvac; llpxoVtoc; 
'Ae, '....,l,'rr S:', '" '"" l'JVatotc;, flS'ta "IV SV O'tStuaU~ flaX'lV fll'JVl SK'tql Kat a11a TlPl 

' I aPXOflS\1(9 .... 

The war between the Athenians and Peloponnesians and the allies on 
either side really begins from this point, from which they no longer had 
dealings with one another without the intermediation of heralds and with 
hostilities having begun they fought continuously. My account of events 
is written in chronological order, as each event happened, divided into 
summers and winters. For, on one hand, the thirty-year truce that came 
into being after the conquest of Euboea lasted fourteen years. On the 
other hand, in the fifteenth year, in the forty-eighth year of the priestess
ship of Chrysis at Argas and during the ephorate of Ainesios in Sparta 
and two months before the end of the archonship of Pythodoros in 

addition, the Greeks had an enduring interest in the heroic period and in "firsts." On this subject, 
cf. Fmley 1987, 11-33 and Thomas 1989, 126, 130, 133-35, 138-44, 150-53, 157-58, 170, 185-88, 
224-26, and 235-36. The intermediate period, between the present and the heroic past, was of 
considerably less interest. This phenomenon is, for instance, reflected in family traditions. In her 
examination of those traditions, Rosalind Thomas 1989, 157 finds that " .. . we often find that there 
is apparently a sharp jump in a tradition from the very recent members of the family to the heroic 
ancestors." Pindar's list of victors for Herakles' Olympics does not, therefore, imply the existence 
of a continuous list of victors. In addition, one of the few points of commonality between the 
various, divergent stories about the founding of the Olympics that circulated in ancient Greece was 

that the games were held only intermittendy before the time of Iphitus. As Iphitus was placed well 
after Herakles, there was an inherent discontinuity in the early history of the Olympics that also 
militates against a continuous victor list starting with Herakles. There is, in sum, no good evidence 
for the existence of a catalog of Olympic victors before the time of Hippias. This conclusion is 
strongly reinforced by the means by which Thucydides dated the start of the Peloponnesian War, a 
point that is discussed in detail below. 
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Athens, six months after the battle at Potidaia and just at the beginning 
of the spring .... 31 

What is conspicuous by its absence is any attempt to date the beginning of the 
war relative to the Olympics. If Thucydides had had a complete catalog of 
Olympic victors at his disposal, he no doubt would have used it to help 
identify the year in which hostilities began. He does mention two specific 
Olympiads-those held in 428 (3.8.1-2) and in 420 (5.49.1)-because events 
of some importance took place at Olympia during these iterations of the 
games. In both cases Thucydides identifies the Olympiad using the name of a 
prominent victor, but neither of the athletes cited won the stadion.32 The 
obvious conclusion is that a complete list of Olympic victors was not available 
to Thucydides. 

The lack of a cumulative catalog of Olympic victors in the last quarter of 
the fifth century fits well with what we know about the dates when similar 
lists of eponyms were compiled or published for the first time. The obvious 
comparanda are the other major eponym lists that enjoyed wide circulation in 
ancient Greece, Athenian archons, priestesses of Hera at Argos, and Spartan 
ephors, all of which made their first appearance in the second half of the fifth 
century. An inscribed list of eponymous archons was erected in the Athenian 
Agora sometime around 425.33 This inscription was cut just at the time that 
archon names began to be regularly used to date offlcial documents, which 
points to the reason why the Athenians felt the need to put the archon list on 
public display. When Hellanicus of Lesbos (born c. 480, died 395) wrote the 
first local history of Attica, the l\:r8t<;, he structured his narrative around a 
chronological framework that relied upon kings and archons. He took the 
extant archon list, which probably began in 683/682, and mythoi about Athens' 
early history and constructed a continuous sequence of kings and archons 

31 Thuc. 2.1.1-2.2.1. On this passage, cf. Gomme 1945-1981, I:l-8 and Rhodes 1988, 179-80. 
32 Both athletes, Dorieus of Rhodes (in 428) and Androsthenes of Arcadia (in 420), won in the 
pankration. Thucydides seems to have chosen these men not because of the specific event in which 
they won, but because they were the most famous victors at the Olympiad in question. The highly 
idiosyncratic use of the Olympic pankration victor as an eponym in a third-century inscription from 
Magnesia (SIG III 557) seems to be part of an attempt to give the text of the inscription an archaic 
feel. On this inscription and its significance, cf. Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb1:222 and Sumi 2004. 
33 It remains unclear whether this list was simply the publication of records that had been 
maintained since the early seventh century or whether it was compiled for the first time c. 425. The 
four extant fragments give the names of roughly a dozen archons, the earliest of whom held office 
in the very early sixth century. It is not possible to reconstruct the original size of the stone on 
which the inscription was cut or to establish the starting point of the archon list it contained with 
any certainty, but it has been plausibly argued that the obvious choice would have been the first 
annual archon, Kreon, whose magistracy is dated to 683/682. For a good, brief overview of the 
issues relevant to this inscription, cf. Sickinger 1999, 47-51. A convenient publication of the 
inscription can be found in Lewis 1969, 9-12. 
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stretching back tothe year corresponding to 1796.34 He had previously done 
something very similar with the list of priestesses of Hera at Argos. 
Hellanicus began with records of some sort that he found at Argos and 
produced a continuous list of the priestesses of Hera at Argos that started well 
before the Trojan War, specifying the number of years each priestess held the 
offlce. He attached historical notices to each year thus deflned, and published 
the results in a work with the title of'Ispstat TI)<; "Hpa<; ai f.v '1\.pyst.35 

The list of Spartan ephors received the same sort of treatment. A handful 
of inscriptions from Sparta show that ephors began to be used as part of a 
dating system in the second half of the fifth century. This is approximately 
the same time that Charon of Lampsakos produced a work with the title 
Ilpunivst<; AaKd)at~ov{rov, which seems to have been a historical chronicle 
organized annalistically using regnal years of Spartan kings and, in the later 
parts of the work, ephors to identify individual years. It is likely that Charon 
compiled an ephor list that the Spartans put to good use.36 

A terminus post quem for the publication of the first Olympic victor list thus 
comes from Plutarch, from Thucydides, and from what we know about 
comparable lists of eponyms. Thucydides (1.1.1) states that he began writing 
his history as soon as the war started, but he also seems to have gone back 
and . edited at least some parts of the text well after he had originally written 
them.37 Given the great significance that Thucydides attached to the absolute 
date of the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, it seems likely that he would 
have included or added an Olympiad date of some kind to 2.1.1-2.2.1 had 
Hippias' list been available while he was still writing. This would indicate that 
the anagraphe appeared, at the earliest, shortly before Thucydides' death c. 400. 
A fragment of Philistos of Syracuse (c. 430-356) provides a terminus ante quem 
of the early fourth century. This fragment, which comes from Philistos' 
history of Sicily, contains the earliest known use of a stadion victor to identify a 
specific Olympiad:38 

34 For a summary of the current issues in the scholarship on Hellaoicus, cf. Schreiner 1997, 10-17. 
On Hellanicus' 1\:tSU;, cf. Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb:40-50 and IIIb Suppl. 1: 1-22 and Jacoby 1949, 
88-99, 172. Cf. also Fornara 1983, 28-29; Pearson 1939, 152-235; and Smart 1986. 
35 On the 'Iepetat, cf. the bibliography cited in the previous note as well as Jacoby 1923-1958, 
I:126-29 and 454-58; and Moller 2001. 
36 On Charon's work, cf. Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIa:1-3, 8 and IIIb:1-5, 23-24; and Fowler 1996. On 
the Spartan ephor list, cf. Richer 1998, 67-74. 
37 The question of which parts of Thucydides' text were written when has been endlessly discussed. 
Cf. the summary in Connor 1984, 3-19. 
38 Two passages in Xenophon's Hellenica contain Olympiad dates. At 1.2.1 the year is identified 
usmg a numbered Olympiad and the name of the stadion victor. At 2.3.1 only the name of the 
stadion victor is given. These passages have been athetized by modern editors as later interpolations. 
In h1s recent commentary on the H ellenica, Peter Krentz endorses the identification of these 
passages as interpolations. Following the arguments outlined by Lotze 1962, Krentz gives four 
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Kat <l>i.Atmoc; LtKEAtKIDV a~· em rile; 0AUJ..lmMoc;, Ka9'ilv 6 Oi~romc; Io 
~UJ..latoc;} evtKa <J'tllOtoV. 

And Philistos in the first book of his Sikelikai, "In the Olympiad, in 
which Oibotas [of Dyme] won the stadion."39 

The lack of any obvious connection between Oibotas and Sicily surely 
indicates that Philistos was providing an Olympiad date for an unknown event 
in Sicilian history, using Oibotas as an eponym to identify the Olympiad in 
question. This is the earliest known example of what became a standard 
practice, and presumes the existence of a cumulative catalog of Olympic 
stadion victors, in the absence of which a reference to Oibotas' victory was 
chronologically meaningless. Philistos seems to have begun working on his 
history sometime after 386, carried it down to the year 363/362, and died not 
long thereafter.40 The appearance of Hippias' anagraphe can thus be dated to a 
fairly narrow time span of 400-360:41 What is known ~bout Hippias' akme 
strongly indicates that the anagraphe was written in the very late fifth or very 
early fourth century. 

Historical Background and Context 

The situation in which Elis found itself in the late fifth and early fourth 
centuries helps explain the reasons why Hippias felt the need to produce an 
Olympic victor list. In the last quarter of the fifth century, Elis was engaged 

reasons for athetizing these (and other) passages: (1) the dating system in the relevant passages does 
not match the system of dating by campaign seasons that is followed throughout the Hellenica; (2) 
the figures for the duration of the war given in some of the possibly interpolated passages are 
inconsistent with the ephors named in others; (3) the date given for the fall of Selinus and Himera 
in one of the possibly interpolated passages (1.37) is inconsistent with the narrative found at 2.8-12; 
and (4) the account of Cyrus' recall in one of the possibly interpolated passages (2.1.8-9) conflicts 
with that found in Xenophon's other works. One might also add that the use of Olympiad dates at 
only two places in a lengthy text with an otherwise consistent structure is inherently suspicious, as is 
the fact that even these two usages are not identical (only one has an Olympiad number). These 
arguments are sound and require no further elaboration here. 
39 FHG II:186 F6, 11. 11-12. The text of the fragment as transmitted is sometimes emended by 
means of the addition of a numeral for the Olympiad number, supplied from Pausanias 7.17.6 and 
the list of stadion victors preserved by Eusebius. There is, however, no need to change the text, 
since it is grammatically sound as given. 
40 On Philistos' work, cf.Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb: 551-59 and IIIb1 : 496-514; and Pearson 1987,19-
30. Philistos seems to have produced his history in two different parts, and Jacoby was of the 
opinion that the first part, from which the fragment quoted here derives, appeared sometime 
around 380. This is possible though not certain. If true, it would strengthen the case for dating 
Hippias' anagraphe to some time around 400. 
41 Hippias' work must have been circulated in some fashion, presumably on papyrus, since Philistos 
made use of it in writing his history, and it seems likely that Ephorus also referred to it (cf. infra). 
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in a prolonged and dangerous struggle 
with Sparta. Elis was the name for both a 
region in the northwestern Peloponnese 
and the main polis in that region. The 
region of Elis contained three different 
river valleys running east-west, the Peneus 
in the north, the Alpheios to the south, 
and the Neda farther south on the border 
with Messenia (see map). These valleys 
were separated by some ten to twenty 
miles of marshy terrain cut by ravines, 
which made communication between 

r them difficult. The Peneus valley was 
known to the ancient Greeks as Hollow 

Messenia (Koile) Elis. The inhabitants of Hollow 
E~=======~~~---_j Elis developed a political identity as 

members of a single polis, with its center in the city that also bore the name 
Elis, at an early date. The hilly area to the southeast of the Peneus valley, the 
foothills of Mt. Pholoe, was known as Akroreia. The territory situated along 
the central part of the Alpheios valley, which included Olympia, was called 
Pisatis. There were a number of small settlements in Pisatis that formed part 
of a unified state, but there does not seem to have been a city called Pisa. The 
area running south from the Alpheios to the Neda was called Triphylia. The 
most important settlement in Triphylia was the polis of Lepreon.42 

The polis of Elis tried from an early date to exert control over the areas to 
the south of the Peneus, with varying degrees of success. Although the 
sources for Elean expansion are too lacunose and contradictory to permit an 

42 The evidence pertaining to Elis, its expansion, and its relationship with Sparta is complex and 
riddled with contradictions. The best recent discussions are those found in Roy 1997; Roy 1998; 
Roy 2002a; and Roy 2002b. Cf. also Bultrighini 1990, 146-264; Crowther 2003; Falkner 1996; 
Falkner 1999; Gardiner 1925, 77-128; Gehrke 1985, 52-4, 365-67; Gschnitzer 1958, 7-17; Honle 
1972, 5-44, 120-67; Maddoli 1991; Meyer 1941; Morgan 1990, 26-105; Siewert 1994; Sordi 1984a; 
Sordi 1984b; Swoboda 1905, 2373-402; Unz 1986; Wade-Gery 1923-1929; Yalouris 1996, 14-67; 
and Ziehen 1937-1939,2531-36. The key ancient sources include Diodorus 14.17.4-12 and 14.34.1-
2; Pausanias 3.8.3-6 and 6.2.2-3; Thucydides 5.31.1-5, 5.34.1, 5.43.3, 5.44.2, 5.46.5, 5.47.1-12, 5.49.1-
50.4, and 5.62.1; and Xenophon, Hell. 3.2.21-31. Niese 1910, followed by Inglis 1998, 46-69, sees 
the conflict between Hollow Elis and Pisatis as a late construct that had its start in the brief period 
when Pisatis operated as client state of the Arcadian Confederacy (cf. infra). This interpretation has 
not been widely accepted. A key piece of evidence that has been cited to show that Niese (and 
hence Inglis) went astray is Pausanias' description of the Chest of Cypselos at Olympia. Pausanias 
(5.17.9) states that one panel of the chest showed Peisos (the eponym of Pisatis) participating in the 
funeral games of Pelias. The chest is typically accepted as a genuine art work of the Archaic period 
(Musti 1990, ad loc.), which makes Niese's position untenable. 
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exact reconstruction, the general outlines are clear. 43 Olympia was originally 
under the control of the inhabitants of Pisatis, not the inhabitants of Hollow 
Elis. Pisatis was incorporated into the Elean state sometime around 570, after 
a struggle that probably lasted decades rather than years. The Eleans, who 
may have exercised control at Olympia intermittently prior to 570, had 
unquestioned authority over the sanctuary after the conquest of Pisatis. Elean 
expansion continued over the course of the late sixth and fifth centuries. 
Herodotus ( 4.148) mentions Elean military activity in Triphylia in the middle 
of the fifth century, and a significant number of communities in Akroreia and 
Triphylia, including Lepreon, became dependent members of a growing Elean 
.rymmachia prior to the Peloponnesian War. . 

Elis, which had been a faithful ally of Sparta from an early date, came into 
open conflict with Sparta beginning in 421. The immediate cause of this 
conflict was the dispatch of a Spartan garrison to Lepreo,n in the summer of 
421, in response to a complaint made by the Lepreotes to the Spartans that 
the Eleans were acting unjustly toward them. The Lepreote appeal was little 
more than a convenient occasion for Sparta to act upon a long-developing 
hostility to Elis. During the sixth and fifth centuries, Elis evolved from a 
narrow oligarchy to a democracy and expanded its territory considerably, 
becoming far and away the largest state in the Peloponnese other than Sparta. 
The Spartans had a deep-seated distrust of democratic governments, and 
Sparta was strongly opposed to the expansion of other Peloponnesian states.44 

The signing of the Peace of Nicias shortly before the Lepreote appeal helped 

43 In his review of Elean history, Wade-Gery 1923-1929, 543 writes that "of these wars of 
expansion, until the fifth century, we have no real knowledge: they are enveloped in that general 
obscurity which conceals the whole early history of Elis." He also (544) notes that the narratives in 
the ancient sources "quite shamelessly contradict each other, and an almost infinite variety of 
interpretations has been put on them by modem scholars." T here have been numerous attempts to 
construct a complete history of the region of Elis from the earliest periods. The difficulty is that 
the sources are almost exclusively quite late and contain competing versions of events that favor 
either the Pisatans or the Eleans. As one might expect, it has, as a result, proven impossible to 
achieve anything resembling a scholarly consensus as to what happened when. It seems quite likely 
that the inhabitants of Hollow Elis in the early Iron Age were recent arrivals from Aetolia who had 
taken part in the Dorian migration. The Dorian migrants who settled in Hollow Elis then probably 
worked to expand their control southward and eastward, which brought them into conflict with the 
Pisatans. Pisatis fell under E lean control in the early sixth century. The history of the relationship 
between Hollow Elis, Pisatis, and Olympia in the period between the time of the Dorian migration 
and the early sixth century cannot be reconstructed with any precision. Perhaps the most elaborate· 
attempt to write the history of Elis and Olympia can be found in Gardiner 1925. 
44 This is most immediately evident from Sparta's intervention in Mantinea after the signing of the 
King's Peace in 387/386, when Mantinea was forcibly de-synoecized and the democratic 
government replaced with an oligarchy. Cf. Xenophon, HelL 5.2.1-7. Falkner 1996 argues that, in 
the years immediately after the end of the Peloponnesian War, the Spartans wanted control over 
the Elean coastline in order to secure easy access to Magna Graecia, a motivation that would 
supplement but not supplant the factors highlighted here. 
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make it possible for the Spartans to intervene actively in the affairs of Elis. 
The Eleans responded by signing a treaty with Argos, Athens, and Mantinea 
that put them squarely in the anti-Spartan camp. They also imposed a heavy 
fme on the Spartans, who the Eleans claimed had violated the Olympic truce 
in the course of sending the garrison to Lepreon. The Spartans refused to pay 
the fine on the grounds that the truce had not yet been declared in Sparta 
when the troops destined for the garrison set out. The Eleans then excluded 
the Spartans from the Olympics of 420. When Lichas, a prominent Spartan 
statesman, entered his chariot in these Olympics under the name of the 
Boeotian people and crowned the charioteer when his team won (in order to 
make his ownership of the winning horses clear), the Eleans had him flogged . 
It remains unclear whether the Spartans and Eleans came to a rapprochement 
that permitted the Spartans to participate in the Olympics of 416. One way or 
the other, the situation did not improve significantly as the Eleans refused to 
allow King Agis to come t9 Olympia to sacrifice for victory in the war against 
Athens, probably in 414 or 413.45 

The Spartans, no doubt because they were fully occupied with Athens, did 
not bring their weight to bear on Elis until shortly after the end of the 
Peloponnesian War. At that point, they sent an embassy to Elis demanding 
that the Eleans free their dependent allies and pay their fair share of the costs 
of the war against Athens. Upon the rejection of their demands, the Spartans 
launched three separate campaigns between 401 and 399/398 that forced the 
Eleans to capitulate.46 The Eleans were compelled to give up control of 
Lepreon and Triphylia and to tear down the fortifications in the port of 
Kyllene.47 

The Spartans, although far from conciliatory in the aftermath of their 
victory, did restrain themselves in one important way: they did not take 
control of Olympia away from the Eleans. In his account of these events, 
Xenophon writes: 

oi SE AaKsSatJ.16vtm ... -roo J.lMot n:pow-ravm mu ~toe; -rou 'OA.uJ.ln:iou 
ispou, Kain:sp m)K apxaiou 'JUsiotc; OV'toc;, m)K a7tijA,acraV atnouc;, 
VOJ.llSOV'tSc; -roue; UV'ttn:OlOUJ.lBvOUc; xropf'tac; stvat Kat OUX iKaVouc; 
n:poscr-ravat. 

45 On the Spartan exclusion from Olympia, cf. Homblower 2000. 
46 This is the chronology established in Unz 1986. The campaigns have been variously placed in 
the years between 402 and 398. For discussion and bibliography, cf. Sordi 1984b. 
47 This did not put a stop to Elean territorial ambitions. T he Eleans refused to sign the peace treaty 
of 371/370 because its provisions made the Triphylians and other people to the south of Hollow 
Elis autonomous (Xenophon, HelL 6.5.2-3). 
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The Lacedaemonians... did not, however, remove them from the 
presidency of the sanctuary of Olympian Zeus, even though it did not 
belong to the Eleans in ancient times, as they thought that the rival 
claimants to be rustics and not capable of holding the presidency. 48 

Xenophon does not identify these "rustics" but they can only have been the 
Pisatans. 

The Eleans must have been aware that to enter into open conflict with 
Sparta was to risk retaliation that could include the termination of Elean 
control over Olympia in favor of the Pisatans. This is in fact precisely what 
happened in 365, when the forces of the newly-formed Arcadian Confederacy 
invaded Ells from the east. The Arcadians created a client state in Pisatis, 
which operated independendy from Ells between 365 and 362. The 
Arcadians and Pisatans took over control of Olympia, and, in the face of 
armed opposition from the Eleans, ran the contests at the 104th Olympiad.49 

The Spartans, moreover, clearly took their exclusion from Olympia as a 
serious affront. Xenophon notes that during the course of his campaigns 
against Elis, King Agis 

EK oe 'tOU'toU eA.effiv Et<; 'OA.uJ.Lmav eeue •<'9 ~tt •<9 'OA.UJ.Lmctr KffiAUEtv 
oe OUOEt<; B'tt E7tEtpn'to. 

went to Olympia and offered sacrifices to Olympian Zeus, and this time 
no one undertook to prevent him. 50 

They were also intent on strengthening the independence of the southern 
parts of Elis against the territorial ambitions of the residents of Hollow Ells. 
There was good reason, therefore, for the Eleans in Hippias' time to be 
concerned about their ability to maintain control over Olympia. 

Hippias compiled the first Olympic victor list just at the time when Elean 
control of Olympia was potentially threatened by Sparta and, almost certainly, 
precisely because Elean control of Olympia was potentially threatened by 
Sparta. As the Elean envoy to Sparta, he could hardly have been unaware of 
the possible ramifications of Ells' conflict with Sparta. The loss of Olympia 
would have been a devastating blow to Ells' standing in the Greek world, and 
Hippias had every possible incentive to do what he could to prevent this from 
happening. 

48 H ell. 3.2.31. 
49 For the modem literature, cf. the sources cited supra in n. 42 as well as Roy 1971. The key 
ancient sources are Xenophon, H ell. 7.4.28-35 and Diodorus Siculus 15.78.1-3. 
so Hell. 3.2.26. 
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The Contents of Hippias' 0/ympionikon anagraphe 

Hippias' O!Jmpionikon anagraphe helped reinforce Elean claims to Olympia in a 
number of ways. Hippias seems to have assigned a prominent role in the 
history of the Olympic Games to the joint actions of King Iphitus of Ells and 
Lycurgus, the Lacedaemonian lawgiver. Iphitus and Lycurgus were credited 
with refounding the Olympics, with establishing the Olympic truce, and with 
giving control over the games to the Eleans. The victor catalog established 
the existence of an unbroken succession of Olympiads, almost all of which 
were ostensibly held by the Eleans, stretching back to the time of lphitus and 
Lycurgus. The claims that Lycurgus, who was considered to be the founding 
father of the Spartan state, participated in refounding the Olympics in 
cooperation with an Elean and that the games were then entrusted to the 
stewardship of the Eleans made it difficult for the Spartans of Hippias' time 
to do exacdy the opposite and take the Olympics away from the Eleans. In 
addition, Hippias may have gone one step further and claimed that Ells had 
been declared sacred territory by agreement of the H erakleidai and thus ought 
to be immune from all armed invasion. 

The principal complication in discussing the contents of Hippias' 
O!Jmpionikon anagraphe is that only one fragment survives, and so the contents 
must be reconstructed on the basis of later sources. For Lycurgus' activity at 
Olympia, there are four basic ancient accounts by Eusebius, Pausanias, 
Phlegon, and Strabo. These accounts all agree that games were held at 
Olympia intermittendy from a very early period under the aegis of figures 
such as Herakles and Pelops, though different sources contain variant lists of 
such figures. There was also general agreement that the unbroken series of 
Olympiads that continued through the Roman period began when the games 
were reorganized by Iphitus and Lycurgus. The basic story is most clearly and 
succincdy narrated by Phlegon ofTralles (second century C.E.): 

OOKEt JlOt XPflVat dnetv n1v ahiav, ot'~v 'tU 'OA.uJ.Lma 'te9flvat 
OUJl~~~llKEV. ecmv oe ~OE. JlE'tU Iletuov Kat II~A.ona, B'tt oe 
'HpaKMa, 'tOU<; 7tponou<; TIJV navfJyuptv Kat 'tOV ay&va 'tOV 
'OA.uJ.Lmamv EvU'tllUaJ.L~vou<;, eKA.etn6V'trov •&v IleA.onoVVlluirov n1v 
eplltUKEiav X,POV())t 'ttvi, d<; ov U7t0 'I<pi'tou ... Kat UJlEAllUUV't())V 'tO'U 
ay&vo<;, U'tUUt<; Ev~U'tll Ka'ta TIJV IIEA01tOVV11UOV. (2) AUKOUpyO<; oe 0 
AaKeOatJ.16vto<;, uio<; ffiv •ou Ilpu-cavero<; 'tou Eupun&vw<; wu Loou 
'tOU IlpoKMou<; 'taU 'AptU'tOOTJJlOU 'tOU 'Aptu'tOJlU:XOU 'tOU KAeooaiou 
wu "YUou 'taU 'HpaKMou<; Kat ~lltaveipa<;, Kat "I<pt'to<; o AtJ.LOVO<;, 
m<; oe BvtOt Ilpa~rovioou, EvO<; 'tWV U7t0 'HpaKMou<;, 'HA.eto<;, Kat 
KA.eoue~<; o KA.eoviKou Iletu6.'tll<;, ~ouMJ.Levot d<; OJ.16Votav Kat 
dpftVllv 'tO nA.fl9o<; a-69t<; anoKamu'tfluat, 'tftv 'tE navfJyuptv n1v 
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'0/vUJ11tt1CilV EyvffiO"aV avuyEtV E~ 'tU apxata VOJltJla Kat ay&va 
yu11vtK<)v tm'tEAicrat. (3) cr•eUovmt b~ Ei.~ ~EA.<pou~ XPfiO"OJlEYot •&t 
9E&t, Et cr<ptcrtv cruvE1tatVEt •aiha 1totflcrat. 6 bE 9Eo~ aJ.!Etvov e<pfl 
EO"E0"9at 1tOtoUO"tv. Kat 1tpOO"E'ta~EV EKEXEtpiav ayyE'i:A.at 'tat~ 1tOAEO"tV 
'tat~ ~OUAOJlEVat~ JlE'tEXEtV 'tOU ay&vo~. (4) ihv 1tEptayyEA.9Ev'trov Ka'tU 
't~V 'EUuba Kat 6 bicrKo~ typu<pfl 'tOt~ 'EUavobiKat~, Ka9'8v ebEt 'tU 
'OA.UJln:ta ayEtV. (5) aUK ayav M 1tpOO"tEJlEvffiV 'tOV ay&va &A.A.u 
bucrxEpatv6V'trov •&v IIEA.01toVVf1crirov, A.otJlo~ tmyEY6JlEYO~ Kat <p9opu 
Kap7t&v tA.uJlaivE'to at'nou~. oi bE a1tOO"'tEiA.av•E~ 1tUA.tv •ou~ 1tEpt •ov 
AuKoupyov lJt'tOUV'tO 'tou A.otJ.!OU 1tauA.av Kat Yacriv nva. (6) Tt bE 
Ilu9ia xpat 'tUbE" 

cb yfl~ aKp01t0AtV 1tUO"fl~ I1EA01tfliba KAEt~V 
vaioV'tE~ 1tpEO"~Et~ tE ~pO'tiDV 1tUV'tffiV Kat aptO"'tOt, 
<ppusEcr9'E~ EJ1E9EY XPfiO"JlOV ewu, (hn KEY Et1t(J). 
ZEU~ UJltV Jlflvtv 'tEAE'tfl~ EXEt ~v btEXPfiO"EY, 
ouvEK, &n11usoV'tE~ 'o~vu 11ma 1tamuvaKm~ 
Zf1v6~-mu 1tp&'to~ J.!Ev tbp'\)cra'to Kat 9e'to 'ttJl~V 
IlEtO"O~, Kat JlE'tU 'tOVbE Ile/vo\jf, (hE b~ JlOAEV aiav (30) 
'EUuba, 9f1KE b'E1tEt'tU eponv Kat E1ta9A.a eav6V'tt 
OtVOJlUffit, 'tpha'to~ b'Em 'tOt~ 1tUt~ 'AJl<pt'tpurovo~ 
'HpaWfl~ E'tEAEO"cr'eponv Kat ay&va E1tt JlTJ'tprot 
TaV'taA.ibflt Ilf.A.on:t <p9tJ1Evffit, 'tOV bTJ1t09EY UJ.!Et~ 
AEi1tE'tE Kat 'tEAE'tTJV. ~~ XffiO"UJlEYO~ Ka'tU 9uJ.!OV (35) 
cbpcrE Ka~v AtJlOV 1tapu 'tOt~ Kat AotJlOV, ov ecrn 
1taucrm &voperocraV'ta~ Eop~v •&t 1tuA.tv a?>et~. 

(7) mu•a aKoucraV'tE~ ·aniJyyEtA.av mt~ IIEA.o1toVVf1criot~. oi M 
an:tcr'tl)O"aV'tE~ 't&t XPfiO"JliDt U1tEO"'tEtAav 1tUAtV Kat mho\ U1t0 KotVOU 
b6yJla'to~ En:tcr'tpE<pEO"'tEpov E1tEpro'tl)croV'ta~ 'tOV 9Eov 1tEpt 't&v 
XPfi0"9Ev'trov. Tt bE Ilu9ia ( 40) A.f.yEt 'tUbE" 

cb I1EA01tovvl)crou vaf.'tat, 1tEpt ~ffiJlOV tOV'tE~ 
9UE'tE Kat1tEi9Ecr9E 'tU KEY JlUV'tEt~ EvE1tffiO"tV. 

(8) 'tOU'tffiV XPfi0"9Ev'trov oi I1EA.o1tovvl)crtot E1tE'tpE'lfaV 'tOt~ 'HA.Eiot~ 
ay&va n9evat 'tiDV 'OA.uJlmffiV Kat EKEXEtpiav &yyeUEtv 'tat~ 1tOAEO"tV. 
(9) Kat'HA.Etot bE JlE'tU mum ~ouA.6J1EYot ~of19civ AaKEbatJ.!Oviot~, (hE 
"EA.o~ E1t0At0pKOUV, 1tEJl\jfaV'tE~ d~ ~EA<j>OU~ EJlaV'tEUOV'tO. Kat xpat Tt 
Ilu9ia 'tUbE" 

'HA.Eirov 1tp61toA.m, 1ta'teprov VOJlOV i9UvoV'tE~ 
~v au•&v in>Ecr9E 1tU'tpav, 1toA.f.Jlou b'a1tEXEcr9E, 
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KOtVOblKOU <ptAifl~ TtYOUJ.!EVot 'EA.A.l)VEO"O"tv, 
Ei>'t' UV 1tEV'taE~~ eA.eflt <ptAO<pprov EvtaU'tO~. 

XPfi0"9Ev'trov M mu'trov mu ~ 1tOAEJ1EtV a1tecrxoV'to, •&v bE 
'OA.uJlmrov ·~v En:tJlf.A.Etav E1totouV'to. 

It seems to me to be proper to discuss the reason on account of which 
the foundation of the Olympic Games took place. The reason is as 
follows. After Peisos and Pelops, and then Herakles, who first instituted 
the festival and the contests at Olympia, the Peloponnesians neglected 
the observance of them for a certain period, until the period beginning 
with Iphitus.... Because of the failure to hold the contests, stasis 
threatened the Peloponnese. (2) Lycurgus of Lacedaemonia (the son of 
Prytanis, the son of Eurypon, son of Sous, son of Prokles, son of 
Aristodemos, son of Aristomachos, son of Kleodaios, son of Hyllos, son 
of Herakles and Deianeira) and Iphitus of Elis (son of Haemon, but 
according to some son of Praxonidos, one of the Herakleidai), and 
Kleosthenes, son of Kleonikos, of Pisatis, wishing to restore the people 
to harmony and peace, took it in mind both to revive the Olympic 
festival in accordance with the ancient customs and to hold the athletic 
contests. (3) They indeed sent to Delphi, inquiring of the god as to 
whether he gave his consent for them to do these things. The god said it 
would be better for them to do these things. He ordered them to 
announce a truce for those poleis wishing to take part in the contest. ( 4) 
After these things were announced by messengers throughout Greece, a 
discus was inscribed for the Hellanodikai [Elean magistrates charged with 
overseeing the Olympics], in accordance with which they were bound to 
conduct the Olympics. (5) Among those of the Peloponnesians who 
expressed annoyance rather than approval for the contest, pestilence 
appeared and brought ruin to them and a blight on their crops. Sending 
Lycurgus and his associates once more, they asked how to put an end to 
and to cure the pestilence. (6) The Pythia prophesized as follows: 

Honored elders and best of all men, dwelling in Pelops' citadel, 
which is renowned in every land, you ask from me an oracle 
from the god, an oracle which I would be of a mind to deliver. 
Zeus is angry with you on account of the rites which he decreed, 
because you dishonor the Olympic festival of all-ruling Zeus. 
Peisos flrst founded and arranged the Olympics in honor of 
Zeus, and after him Pelops, when he trod the earth of Greece, 
next set up a festival and prizes for the dead Oinomaios. Third 
after these the son of Amphitryon, Herakles, held the festival 
and contests for his dead maternal uncle, Pelops, a descendant of 
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Tantalos. You somehow neglect these contests and rites. 
Growing angry in his heart at this, he has called forth famine and 
pestilence against you, which it is possible to stop by restoring 
once again the festival for him. 

[!) They reported the things that they heard to the Peloponnesians. 
Those who were skeptical about the oracle went once again, and they by 
common consent inquired of the god in more detail about the oracles. 
The Pythia said these things: 

0 inhabitants of the Peloponnese, going to the altar, sacrifice 
and do whatever the seers say. 

(8) Due to these oracles, the Peloponnesians entrusted to the Eleans the 
supervision of the Olympic Games and the announcement of the truce 
to the poleis. (9) Afterward, when the Eleans wished to lend aid to the 
Lacedaemonians when they were laying siege to Helos, they sent to 
Delphi and received an oracle. The Pythia prophesized as follows: 

Representatives of the Eleans, strictly keeping to the law of your 
fathers, defend your fatherland, but hold off from war. Be a 
leader in common friendship for the Greeks, whenever the 
genial pentateric year arrives. 

On account of these oracles, they refrained from war, and took care for 
the Olympics. 51 

Similar versions can be found in Eusebius, Pausanias, and Strabo.52 Two key 
motifs are the cooperation of Lycurgus and Iphitus in refounding the 
Olympics and the closely related decision to give control over the games to 
the Eleans. 

The relatively late date of these sources is not a matter of concern, since 
the connection between Iphitus and Lycurgus is already evident in the work 
of Aristode, whose comments on this subject are reported in Plutarch's 
biography of Lycurgus. Plutarch begins his biography with a discussion of the 
difficulties involved in writing about Lycurgus: 

Ilept AUKoUpyOU 'tOU VOfl09S'tOU Kae6A.ou ~ ouoev S<J'ttV el1tEtV 
' A I f" \ I \ , s: I \ ~ -- \ \ \ aVaflq>l<JpTj'tTJ'tOV, OU ye Kat yevo~ Kat a1tOuTjflta Kat 'tEJ~.Gu'tTj Kat 1tp0~ 
<I < ~ \ Q >~\\~I I a1ta<JtV TJ 7tEpt 'tOU~ V flOU~ UU'tOU. Kat 'tTJV 1t011.l'tEtUV 7tpUyflU'tEl<l · 
omcpopou~ B<JXTJKEV ta'top{a~, ~Kta'ta 8€ ot XPOVot Kae' oG~ yiyovev 6 

51 FGrH 257 F1. 
52 Eusebius, Chronika 190-194 (Schoene); Pausanias 5.1.2-4.9 and 5.7.4-8.11; and Strabo (cf. infra). 
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avl)p OflOAoyouvrat. ot flBv yap 'Icphql ouvaKflU<Jat Kat <JUVOtaeet:vat 
-nlv '0AUfl1ttaK~V BKEXEtptav Aiyoumv mh6v, ti>v ean Kat 
'Aptm:O'tSATJ~ o cp\Aoaocpo~, 'tEKflllPtOV 7tpoacpspmv 'tOV 'OAUflmam 
Ot<JKOV ev c9 'tOUVOfla 'tOU AuKoupyou Otaaro~E'tat Ka'tayeypaf.t).ltvov· 

Concerning Lycurgus the lawgiver, it is, on the one hand, generally 
speaking possible to say nothing that is not subject to dispute. The 
accounts at any rate diverge in regard to his family and travels and death 
and especially in regard to his work with the laws and the politeia. Least 
of all, on the other hand, do the accounts agree as to when he lived. For, 
on one hand, some say that he flourished in the time of Iphitus and that 
they founded the Olympic truce together. Aristotle the philosopher is 
one such, offering as proof the discus at Olympia on which the inscribed 
name of Lycurgus is preserved. 53 
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This must be the discus mentioned by Phlegon. It, or a copy, apparendy 
survived into the second century C.E., as Pausanias mentions seeing it during 
his visit to the Temple of Hera at Olympia. 54 

There has been considerable scholarly discussion as to whether Aristode 
was the first to use this discus as a source for the history of Olympics or 
whether Hippias had done so before him. 55 The latter is by far the more likely 
possibility. Hippias was a prominent Elean, the Elean envoy to Sparta, and a 
sophist who carried out a research project of some size on Olympic victors 
and hence the early Olympics. He can hardly have been unaware of the 
existence of a discus at Olympia that had the terms of the Olympic truce and 
the names of Iphitus and Lycurgus inscribed upon it. This discus is unlikely 
to have been inscribed for the first time in the fourth century since Aristode 
was too perspicacious to be taken in by a recent forgery. This is not to say 
that the discus was a genuine relic of the activities of Iphitus and Lycurgus. 
Both Lycurgus and Iphitus remain shadowy figures, and the latest possible 
dates for their akmai fall in the early eighth century. This was a time when the 

53 Plutarch, Lycurgus 1.1. A passage from Heraclides Lembus' collection of excerpts from 
Aristotelian politeiai seems to draw on the same source: AuKoupyo<; ev LUflC!l eyEVE1:0 .... KU1:UAU~OOV 
1\e noU~v UVO!!lUV ev 't'fi 1tU1:pil\t, Kat 1:0V X6.p1AA.ov ropawtKOO<; upxov'ta, !1E1:EO"'tl']O"E. Kat KotVOV 
aya8ov 'tcl<; BKEXEtpia<; KU'tEO"'tT]O"E (F10 Dilts). 
54 Pausanias 5.20.1: ean M BV1:UU8a Kat uUa avaefJ!l!l't!l, KAlV111:E !!EreSo<; ou !lE'YilAT), 'tcl 1tOAAa 
BAEq>UV'tt KEKOO"!lT) !!EVIl, Kilt 0 'Iq>hou 1\iO"KO<; ... o 1\e 1:0U 'Iq>hou 1\iO"KO<; ~V BKEXEtpiav, ~V ent 1:0\:<; 
'0AU!11tlOt<; enayytUoumv 'ID.ei:ot, 1:UUU]V OUK e<; eMu exet yeypa!l!!EVllV, aUa e<; KUKAOU 
a;(il!la nepietatV ent 1:q, 1\iO"Kql 1:a ypll!l!l!l't!l ("There are also here other dedications, both a couch 
not large in size, most of which is decorated with ivory, and the discus of Iphitus ... The discus of 
Iphitus is inscribed with the truce, which the Eleans announce for the Olympics, not written in a 
straight line, but the letters run around the discus in a citcular fashion"). 
55 Cf. the bibliography cited supra inn. 18 as well as den Boer 1954, 42-54. 
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Greeks were just becoming literate again, and a lengthy documentary 
inscription dating to the ftrst decades of the eighth century or earlier is 
implausible at best.56 As we have seen, the inhabitants of Hollow Elis 
engaged in a long struggle with the Pisatans for control of Olympia. They 
seem to have achieved notable success on that front in the ftrst half of the 
sixth century, at roughly the same time that Elis became one of the earliest 
members of the Peloponnesian League. The inscription of the discus would 
ftt comfortably into this period. 57 The claim that Iphitus, the ruler of Hollow 
Elis, in conjunction with Lycurgus, was responsible for the reorganization of 
the Olympics would have been an obvious way of legitimizing newly
established Elean control over Olympia. 

Further evidence for the association of Lycurgus with the fust Olympiad 
in Hippias' victor catalog comes from Hieronymus of Rhodes. Hieronymus, 
working in the third century, synchronized Terpander with Lycurgus and 
noted that 

AuKoupyov ,;ov VOJ.to9€'t11··· 8~ uno nav,;rov m>Jlq>rovro~ icnop~>ttat Jlcta 
'lq>hou tou 'HA.dou Tl)v npffi'tTlV upt9Jlll9€tcrav t&v 'OA.uJ.tnirov 9tmv 
Ota.9€tVat. 

Lycurgus the lawgiver... is recorded by all, without dissent, as having 
arranged, together with Iphitus, the Elean, the establishment of what is 
numbered as the first Olympic Games. 58 

Insofar as Hippias produced the ftrst catalog of Olympic victors, the phrase 
"recorded by all, without dissent" must be taken to include his work, which 
was little more than a century old when Hieronymus was active. 

It is impossible to know how far the story about the cooperation of 
Iphitus and Lycurgus goes back, but the discus inscribed with the Olympic 
truce shows that it was almost certainly long-established by the time of 
Hippias.59 The story was a convenient one for Hippias, and he no doubt 

56 Cf. the discussion supra in n. 18. 
57 On Elis and the Peloponnesian League, cf. Hammond 1982, 356-57. 
58 Hieronymus of Rhodes, F33 (Wehrli), apud Athenaeus 635f, translation by P.J. Shaw. 
59 It is, for the purposes of the argument here, largely irrelevant how long this story had been in 
circulation prior to the time of Hippias, though it would have been helpful to Hippias if the story 
had some perceived antiquity. Jacoby 1923-1958, 1IIb1:221-22, nn. 1 and 12, argues that the story 
of the cooperation between Lycurgus and Iphitus was already extant in the early sixth century. 
Chrimes 1971, 319-27 takes the position that the discus was forged sometime around 400 to 
buttress Elean claims to Olympia. Interestingly, she does not go one step further and connect this 
to Hippias' anagraphe. Meyer 1892, 1:240-41 argues that since E phorus states (apud Strabo 8.3.33, cf. 
infra for the text) that Iphitus re-founded the games, without mentioning Lycurgus, the connection 
between Lycurgus and Iphitus must post-date Hippias. This places too much interpretive weight 
on Strabo's wording. In the passage in question Strabo is recounting Elean history and so the 
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highlighted it in his anagraphe. Prior to the compilation of the Olympic victor 
list, the Iphitus-Lycurgus Olympics was one iteration of the games among 
many, and it was not inevitable that the list of Olympic victors began with that 
Olympiad. Hippias had at his disposal a diverse array of sources about 
Olympic victors, almost all of which lacked any chronological marker. He 
could not, therefore, establish a starting point for his victor list by simply 
working backward through a sequentially organized set of documents, since 
no such documents existed. Instead, he established a starting point for the list 
and distributed the victors in the space thus defmed. The tradition of 
multiple, intermittent iterations of the Olympics meant that there were a 
variety of starting points from which to choose. It would, for example, have 
been perfectly possible for Hippias to have begun the list with the Olympics 

absence of Lycurgus is in no way conclusive. There have been various attempts to separate the 
establishment of the truce by LycW:gus and Iphitus from the re-establishment of the Olympics. 
Some scholars, induding most recently Bollansee 1999, believe that Aristotle's view was that 
Iphitus re-established the Olympics on his own, and worked with Lycurgus only in regard to the 
truce. These scholars point to the facts that Plutarch only mentions the Olympic truce when 
discussing the connection Aristotle made between Lycurgus and Iphitus and that Spartans do not 
appear in the Olympic victor list until the 15th Olympiad. The separation of the founding of the 
truce and the re-establishment of the Olympics makes it possible to argue that the truce was 
founded after lphitus re-established the games, probably around 720 when the Spartan conquest of 
Messenia gave them direct access to Elis and when Spartans began winning at Olympia. One must, 
however, keep in mind that Aristotle- and almost certainly Hippias before him- used the discus to 
establish a date for the beginning of the series of continuous Olympiads and that the discus was 
inscribed with the terms of the Olympic truce and did not offer a lengthy history of the Olympics. 
The sununary given in Plutarch-and Heraclides Lembus-is thus a reflection of a precise 
statement by Aristotle based on the evidence at hand and the purpose for which that evidence was 
used. In addition, it is clear that there was a strong tradition, probably going back to at least 
Aristotle, that Lycurgus participated in re-establishing the Olympics. This is apparent in the 
passage from Hieronymus of Rhodes quoted above and in a fragment of the work of Hermippus of 
Smyrna (F85 Wehrli apud Plutarch, Lycurgus 23.2), a student of Callimachus and an author with a 
particular interest in Aristotle's work: ... <pao{ TIVE<;, ID<; "Epj.lt1t7tO<; j.lVTJj.lOVeUEt, 'tOV i\.uKOUpyOV OU 
7tpOOEXEtV OUOE KOtvrovdv tv aPXft wt<; 7tEpt 'tOV "I<pt'tOV, aM.a 'tUYXUVEtV aJ.."Aroc; E7ttOTJj.lOUV'ta 
Kat 8EcOj.lEVOV" UKOUOat DE <provt)v 0007tEp av8pc07tOU nvO<; e~67tto8ev E7tt'ttj.l&V'toc; au't(!> Kat 
eauj.lUI;;OV'tO<;, on 'tOU<; 1tOJ..i'ta<; ou 7tpO'tpE1tE'tat KOtV(J)VEtV ri\<; 1taVTjy'6pero<;. roe; DE 
j.lE'tUo'tpa<peV'to<; ouoa11ou <pavepO<; 6 <pSey~<ij.lEVO<; ~v, Sdov ~YTJOUj.lEvov oihro 7tpo<; 1:ov "I<pt'tov 
'tpa7tto8at Kat ouvotaKOOj.lijOaV'ta TIJV eopTijv EVOO~O'tEpav KUt ~E~ato'tepav Ka'taorijoat 
(" ... Some, such as Hermippus, say that Lycurgus in the beginning had nothing to do with Iphitus' 
plans and was not cooperating with him. But he happened to be traveling and watching the 
contests when he heard a voice like that of a man coming from behind him that reproached him 
and expressed surprise that he did not urge his fellow ciri2ens to participate in the festival. When 
he turned around, there was no sign of the speaker, and Lycurgus concluded that a god had spoken 
to him and so he went to Iphitus and helped him arrange a more distinguished and enduring form 
of the festival' ') . The absence of Spartan victors before 720 in the Olympic victor list is 
meaningless, since the dates of individual victors in the early parts of the list are unreliable. The 
date when Spartan victors first appear in the Olympic victor list cannot be used to reconstruct the 
early history of the Olympics. 
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over which Herakles the son of Alkmene presided. Pindar (Ofympian 10) 
provided a full list of victors for this Olympiad, and there was no reason why 
Hippias could not have cobbled together a list of names to fill the space 
between Herakles' time and his own.60 It is in some ways surprising that 
Hippias did not begin with this Olympiad, since he had an incentive to push 
the founding of the games as far back in time as he could, in order to lend the 
weight of antiquity to Elean claims. He probably passed over Herakles' 
Olympics because they were something of a problem for an Elean author. 
The story ran that Herakles held games at Pisa after he sacked Elis for failure 
to pay the wages owed to him, hardly a good starting point for a victor list 
intended to reinforce Elean claims to Olympia.61 

The Lycurgus-Iphitus Olympics, on the other hand, had no such taint and 
had the significant advantage of assigning the Spartans a prominent role in 
constituting the Olympics as they were in Hippias' time. Although we have 
no evidence for the exact contents of Hippias' victor catalog, there is no 
doubt that it began with the Lycurgus-Iphitus Olympics, which was placed in 
the year corresponding to 776. A fragment of Aristotle's version of the 
Olympic victor list shows that he dated the grandfather of the philosopher 
Empedokles to the 71st Olympiad (496).62 Empedokles can be independently 

dated to the fifth century, so Aristotle must have put the first Olympiad 
somewhere in the eighth century: As all the extant versions of the Olympic 
victor list date the first Olympiad in the Olympic victor list to the year 
corresponding to 77 6, the Aristotelian list can be safely assumed to have 
begun at that point.63 This would be difficult to explain if Hippias' catalog of 

60 For the sake of comparison, one might recalL that Hellanicus managed to construct a list of 

priestesses of Argos reaching back before the Trojan War and an Athenian king list that began in 

1796. 
6! The story is told succinctly at Pausanias 5.1. 7 -3.3. 
62 FRG II:183, F263. 
63 In the Hellenistic period, chronographers typically placed Lycurgus' activity as a lawgiver in the 

early part of the ninth century. This, however, meant that there was a need to deal with the well

established tradition that Lycurgus helped organize the Olympic Games in 776. One solution, 

adopted by both Timaeus and Apollodorus, was to posit the existence of two different men named 

Lycurgus who lived at different times (cf. Mosshammer 1979, 173-91). An alternative solution was 

to postulate the existence of a certain number of "unrecorded Olympiads" between the iteration of 

the games organized by Lycurgus and the iteration of the games in which Koroibos won the stadion 

(the first Olympiad in the Olympic victor list, cf. Shaw 2003, 47-73). This made it possible to place 

Lycurgus in the ninth century while leaving the Koroibos Olympics in 776. In some ancient 

authors, the existence of Olympiads between Lycurgus and Koroibos seems to have created a 

certain amount of confusion as to whether the Koroibos Olympiad should be numbered the 1 ", 

14th, or 28th Olympiad; cf., for instance, Sextus Julius Africanus, F37 (Routh) apud Georgius 

Syncellus, E cloga Chronographica 233.14-17. P.J. Shaw has recently shown that widely variant dates 

for the akmai of various figures such as Thales found in the ancient sources may in at least some 

cases be reconciled by assuming that what one source, for example, labeled the 20th Olympiad was 
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Olympic victors began long before 776, since Aristotle must have been aware 
of Hippias' anagraphe.64 Insofar as Hippias had a strong incentive to push the 

identical to the 48th Olympiad in a different source (Shaw 2003, passim). Heidrich 1987, 26-31, 

followed very tentatively by Shaw, has attributed these variant dates to the existence of different 

absolute dates for the Koroibos Olympics and concludes that there were three different dates: 776, 

724, and 720. There is, however, no evidence to support Heidrich's position. We have already 

seen that Aristotle definitely placed the first Olympiad in. the year corresponding to 776, and in 

every case where an ancient source specifies a date for the Koroibos Olympics by means of an 

interval referring to a later event-such as Xerxes' invasion-the Koroibos Olympics is placed in 

the year corresponding to 776. The interval between the Koroibos Olympics and earlier events, 

particularly the Fall of Troy and the Return of the Herakleidai, was not nearly as uniform. 

Eratosthenes and Apollodorus assigned 407 years to the period between the Fall of Troy and the 

Koroibos Olympics (FGrH 241 F1 and FGrH 244 F61). Sosibius assigned 395 years to the same 

period (FGrH 595 F2), Eusebius 405 years, Timaeus 417, Aretes 514 (all from FGrH 566 F125). 

Shaw thinks these variant intervals may indicate differing dates for the Koroibos Olympics. It is 

much more likely that they indicate differing dates for the Fall of Troy. Dates for the Fall of Troy 

were calculated largely on the basis of the Spartan king list, which itself existed in numerous 

variants. It is worth noting that there was at least one entirely different system for numbering the 

Olympiads. The primary evidence for this system is an inscribed discus found at Olympia (IvO 
240/241). On one side is a dedication by a pentathlete, Publius Asklepiades of Corinth, indicating 

that he was the victor in the 255th Olympiad (241 C.E.). On the other side is another dedicatory 

inscription, this one giving the name of one of the Elean officials in charge of running the 

sanctuary, Flavius Scribonianus, and listing the date as the 456th Olympiad. According to the 

standard system of numeration, the last Olympiad was the 293•d, held in 393 C.E., so the mention 

of the 456th Olympiad requires some explanation. If one assigns four years to 456 Olympiads and 

counts backwards from 241 C.E., the discus implies the existence of a numbered series of 

Olympiads beginning in 1581/1580. There are strong indications that this was a significant date for 

some ancient chronographers. An inscription dated to 245 C.E. that records the founding at 

Ephesus of games modeled on the Olympics uses 1581/1580 as a reference (CIG II 2999). In 

addition, the Marmor Parium, the famous chronological inscription that was cut in 264/ 263, begins 

in the year corresponding 1581/1580 with the accession of King Cecrops in Athens. Interestingly, 

the Marmor gives dates for the founding of the Pythian, Isthmian, Nemean, Panathenaic, 

Eleusinian, and Lykaian Games, but fails to mention the Olympics. In a discussion of the discus, 

Liimmer 1967 made the reasonable suggestion that the author of the Marmor was aware of two 

radically different founding dates for the Olympics, and so omitted the Olympics entirely even 

though he began in 1581/1580. The placement of the first Olympiad in 1581/1580 was almost 

certainly based upon the story that the earliest celebrants of games at Olympia were the Idaean 

Dactyls (Pausanias 5.7.6-7). The existence of a system of numbered Olympiads that began in 

1581/1580 did not conflict with a date of 776 for the Koroibos Olympics. The ancient sources are 

generally in agreement that games had been held intermittently at Olympia until the time of Iphitus 

and Lycurgus, when the unbroken series of Olympiads began. In addition, there are literally 

hundreds of uses of numbered Olympiads in the ancient sources that take the Koroibos Olympics 

as the 1" (or 14th or 28th) Olympiad. The Olympia discus itself references both systems. The fact 

that it was an Elean official who referred to the 456th Olympiad may imply that this system of 

numeration was the product of a special antiquarian interest (and a little bit of math) on the part of 

Flavius Scribonianus. 
64 Patzer 1986 has shown that Aristotle made heavy use of Hippias' Synagoge, which makes it clear 

that Aristotle was aware of Hippias' work. It would in any case be rather strange if Aristotle, who 
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date of Elean control back as far as possible and to emphasize Lycurgus' role 
in organizing the Olympics, he is unlikely to have started his list after the 
Iphitus-Lycurgus Olympics.65 

Hippias may also have claimed that Elis founded the Olympic Games and 
that Elean territory had been declared sacred and inviolable by agreement of 
the Herakleidai. 66 This version of the early history of Olympia is found in the 
work of Strabo, who drew directly on Ephorus. Strabo begins his account of 
Olympia with a very brief description of the site and then turns to the 
relationship between Elis and Olympia: 

a~tOt 8E j.LciA.tom n)v ahiav sxstv rijc; nspt -r:o 'OA.uj.imaow ispov 
j.L~>yaA.onpsnsiac; -r:s Kat -r:tj.Lflc; 'HA.ctot... j.Lc'ta n)v -r:&v 'HpaKA.cto&v 
Ka9o8ov.... AhroA.ot yap ouyKa-r:sA.96V'tsc; -r:otc; 'HpaKA.cioatc; j.Lc-r:a 
'OI;UA.ou Kat ouvotKi]craV'tsc; 'Enswtc; Ka-r:a ouyyE\'stav naA.atav 
TJ'U~Ticrav n)v KOtATIV '~'fUtv Kat rijc; 'tc Iltcranooc; acpctAOV'tO 1t0Mi]V, 
Kat 'OA.uj.ima im'EKctVOtt; eyE\'sw· Kat 0~ Kat o ayrov sl>pllj.LU ecrnv 
eKcivrov 6 'OA.uj.intaK6c;, Kat -r:ac; 'OA.uj.imcioac; -r:ac; nponac; eKstvot 
ouvw~A.ouv. eiicrat yap Oct 'tU naA.ata Kat 1tcpt rile; K'ticrsroc; 'tOU ispou 
Kat 1tcpt rijc; etcrsroc; 'toU ay&voc;, -r:&v j.!Ev &va -r:&v 'Ioa{rov OaKWAroV 
"HpaKA.ta A.cy6V'trov UPXllYE'tTIV w6-r:rov, -r:&v 8E -r:ov 'AA.Kj.Li]Vllc; Kat 
.llt6c;, ov Kat ayrovicracr9at np&wv Kat vtKflcrat· 'tU yap 'tOtaum 
noA.A.ax&c; Atyc'tat Kat ou 1tUVU mcr'tcUc'tat. qyu-r:tpro OE mcr-r:sroc;, on 
j.LEXPt rijc; EK'tllt; Kat siKocrrijc; 'OA.uj.intaooc; &no -r:flc; npffi'tllc;, tv u 
K6pot~oc; tviKa cr-r:aotov 'HA.stoc;, -r:~v npocr-r:acriav dxov -r:ou -r:s icpou 
Kat 'tOU ay&voc; 'HA.ctot... j.LC'tU [OE] 't~V EK'tTIV Kat dKOO't~V 

produced his own version of the Olympic victor list, completely ignored Hippias' version. On 
Aristotle's use of Hippias' work, cf. also Wisniewski 1959. 
65 The association of Lycurgus with the founding of the Olympic truce would also have been useful 
in the wake of the problems created by the questionable use the Eleans made of the truce to punish 
the Spartans for intervening in Lepreon in 421. A parallel situation in Argos, described by 
Xenophon (HelL 4.7.2-5), shows that the Eleans had good reason to be concerned. In the early 
fourth century the Argives were in the habit of fending off Spartan invasions of their territory by 
announcing the Kameia, the most important religious festival of the year in Dorian states, as soon 
as it became clear the Spartans were poised to march against them. It was customary for a truce to 
hold during the Karneia, a fact which the Argives shamelessly exploited to their advantage. When 
King Agesipolis prepared to invade Argos in 388, he flrst sent to the oracles at Olympia and Delphi 
asking if he could ignore the customary truce, on the grounds that the Argives were acting unjustly. 
The oracles gave him permission to do so, and when Agesipolis' forces entered Argive territory, 
two heralds from Argos made an appearance to announce the Karneia truce. Agesipolis refused to 
ackn9wledge the truce and went on to inflict serious damage on the Argives. The Spartans were 
thus becoming less willing to accede to the dictates of sacred truces in the years after the end of the 
Peloponnesian War, and the erosion of the Olympic truce would have created major problems for 
Elis. Here again, a link to Sparta in general and Lycurgus in particular served E lean interests well. 
66 This is the position adopted by Meyer 1892, 240-41 and Jacoby 1923-1958, Illb1:221, n. 1, 
among others. 
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'OA.uj.imcioa Ot Iltcriimt n)v oiKs{av anoA.a~OV'tcc; aU'tOt OUVc'tEAOUV, 
'tOV ay&va op&V'tcc; cUOOKtj.LOUV'ta· XPOVOtt; o'l>cr-r:spov j.Lc't<l1tc<JoUOllt; 
1tUAtV rijc; Iltcranooc; de; -r:ooc; 'HA.ciouc; j.Lc'tE1tcOCV sic; auwuc; 1tUAtV Kat 
~ ayrovoescr{a. cruvtnpa~av OE Kat Ot AaKcOatj.LOvtOt j.Lc'tU n)v ecrxci'tTIV 
Ka-r:aA.ucrtv -r:&v MccrGT~virov <ruj.Lj.Laxflcracrtv au-r:otc; -r:avaV't{a -r:&v 
Ntcrwpoc; anoy6vrov Kat -r:&v 'ApKaorov 0Uj.L1t0Acj.LTIOUV't(OV 'tOte; 
MccrGT~viOtt;" Kat em 'tOOOU'tOV ye ouvtnpa~av rocr'tc n)v xmpav 
anaoav n)v j.LEXPt MscrcriJVTic; 'HA.siav PTI9flvat Kat Otaj.LctVat j.itxpt vUV, 
Iltcra-r:&v OE Kat TptcpuA.irov Kat KauKffivrov j.LTIO'ovoj.La A.stcp9flvat. 

The Eleans in particular are responsible for both the magnificence of the 
sanctuary at Olympia and the honor in which it is held.... After the 
Return of the Herakleidai ... the Aetolians, having returned with the 
Herakleidai under the leadership of Oxylos and having settled among the 
Epeians [early inhabitants of Elis] on account of ancient kinship, 
enlarged Hollow Elis and both seized much of Pisatis and subjected 
Olympia to themselves. And in particular the Olympic Games are their 
invention, and they celebrated the first Olympiads. For one ought to 
disregard the ancient stories both about the founding of the sanctuary 
and about the establishment of the games. Some say that Herakles, one 
of the Idaian Dactyls, was the originator of these things, others say that it 
was Herakles the son of Alkmene and Zeus, who was also the first to 
compete and to win. Stories of this sort are told in a number of different 
ways and are not very trustworthy. It is nearer the truth to say that from 
the first Olympiad, in which Koroibos of Elis won the stadion, to the 
twenty-sixth, the Eleans were in charge of both the sanctuary and the 
games.... After the twenty-sixth Olympiad, the Pisatans regained control 
of their homeland and themselves celebrated the games, seeing that the 
games were held in high esteem. 67 But in later times, when Pisatis again 
fell under Elean control, the presidency of the games once again fell to 
the Eleans. After the final defeat of the Messenians, the 
Lacedaemonians acted in concert with the Eleans, who were their allies, 
as opposed to the descendants of Nestor and the Arcadians, who fought 
alongside the Messenians. And the Lacedaemonians and Eleans 
cooperated so effectively that the entire territory as far as Messenia came 
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67 A number of different ancient sources held that the Pisatans presided over some early 
Olympiads, but there was no agreement as to the identity of those Olympiads. Compare, for 
example Pausanias 6.4.1-2, 6.22.2-3, 10.36.9 and Strabo 8.3.30 (quoted infra). It is impossible to tell 
if Hippias' victor catalog contained 'anolympiads' (Olympiads for which no victors were registered). 
On the so-called anolympiads, cf. Gardiner 1925,77-103 and Shaw 2003, 91-99. 
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to be called Elis and remains so until this day, while not even the name 
of the Pisatans and Triphylians and Kaukonians has survived. 68 

After an excursus on Pisatis, Strabo returns to the early history of Elis. He 
describes how Aetolos, an early ruler of Elis, was driven into exile and ended 
up in what became Aetolia. One of Aetolos' descendants, Oxylos, 
subsequendy aided Herakles' sons in their conquest of the Peloponnese, in 
recompense for which he was given permission to take control of his ancestral 
homeland of Elis. Oxylos subsequendy collected an army of Aetolians and 
conquered Elis: 

''E<popo<; ot <j)TJOW AhffiAOV BK1tE0"6vta U7t0 LaAJ.LffiVEffi<; 'tO'U ~acrlAEffi<; 
'E7tEt&v tE Kat IItcrat&v eK tile; 'HM:ia<; de; n)v AhffiA.iav, OVOJ.L<icrat tE 
a<p'auwu n)v xropav Kat cruvotKicrat ta<; aut69t 7t6A.Etc;· toUtOU 
o'a7t6yovov U7t<ip~avta "O~A.ov <j)tAOV 'tOt<; 1tEpt Tt'JJ.LEVOV 
'HpaKA.domc; ~yf]cracr9ai tE n)v ooov Kattoumv de; n)v ITEA.o7t6VVTJcrov 
Kat J!Epicrat n)v 1t0AEJ.Liav autot<; xropav ... avtt oe 'tO'U't(l)V A.a~EtV xaptv 
nlV Et<; nlV 'HA£iav K<i9000V, 7tpoyovt!d]v o-6crav, KatEAeEtV OB 
&epoicravta crtpanav eK tile; AhffiA.ia<; e7tt too<; Kattxovra<; 'E7tEtouc; 
n)v "HA.tv ... Kat KatacrxEtv tm'><; AhffiA.ouc; n)v yilv eK~aMvta<; touc; 
'E1tEtouc;· 7tapaA.a~EtV oe Kat n)v emJ.LEAEtaV tou i.epou toU 
'OA.uJ.Lmacrtv ... ota oe n)v tou 'O~A.ou <ptA.iav 7tpo<; touc; 'HpaKA.Eioa<; 
cruvoJ.LoA.oyT)9fjvat pgoiffi<; eK 7t<ivtffiv J.LE9'opKou n)v 'HA.Eiav tEpav 
etvat tou dt6<;, tov o'em6vta em n)v xropav taU'tT)V J!E9'07tAffiV evayil 

.,. t ~' n. ' ..... ' ' ' ' , ' ~, "I , EtVat, ffi<; u aUtffi<; EYa'YTJ Kat 'tOV JlTJ E7taJ.LUVOvta Et<; uUVaJ.LtV.... <j)t'tOV 
'tE 9EtVat 'tOV 'OA.uJ.LmKOV ay&va, i.ep&v OvtffiV t&v HAEiffiV. 

Ephorus says that Aetolos, having been driven out of Elis and into 
Aetolia by Salmoneus the king of both the Epeians and Pisatans, named 
the territory after himself and brought the poleis there together into a 
single urban center. Aetolos' descendant Oxylos was friendly with the 
Herakleidai associated with Temenos and served as their guide during 
their return to the Peloponnese and portioned out for them the parts of 
the territory that were hostile to them.... In return he received as a token 
of gratitude the right to return to Elis, his ancestral land. He gathered an 
army from Aetolia and attacked the Epeians who were occupying Elis .... 
The Aetolians drove out the Epeians and took possession of the land. 
They also took over superintendence of the sanctuary at Olympia ... . 
Because of the friendship of Oxylos with the Herakleidai, it was readily 
sworn under oath by all that Elis would be sacred to Zeus and that 
whoever invaded this country under arms would be accursed and that in 

68 Strabo 8.3.30. 
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the same way accursed would be anyone who did not defend Elis to the 
extent of their powers.... And lphitus celebrated the Olympic Games, 
the Eleans now being a sacred people. 69 
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Strabo then relates how Pheidon of Argas later violated the sacred truce and 
seized the presidency of the Olympics, compelling the Eleans to take up the 
practice of arms. The Spartans came to their aid against Pheidon, who had 
shattered Spartan hegemony over the Peloponnese, and the two states were 
successful: 

Kat 0~ Kat cruyKataAUO"at 'tOV <l>EtOffiva· toU<; OB cruyKatacrKEU<icrat 'tOt<; 
'HM:iot<; tf]v tE IItcrattv Kat n)v Tpt<puA.iav. 

And in particular the Eleans helped the Lacedaemonians destroy 
Pheidon, and the Lacedaemonians helped the Eleans bring both Pisatis 
and Triphylia under their control.7° 

This account reads like an apologia for Elean territorial pretensions. In the 
present context, the most noteworthy features are the prominent role assigned 
to Sparta in establishing Elean control of areas outside of Hollow Elis, the 
assertion that the Olympic Games were founded by the residents of Hollow 
Elis, and the assertion that Elis was from a very early date sacred and 
inviolable. Although there may have been a kernel of truth behind the idea 
that the Spartans had at one point supported Elean territorial ambitions, the 
assertions about the Elean foundation of the Olympic Games and the sacred 
status of Elis were litde more than propaganda.71 

Ephorus was active in the first half of the fourth century, so this version 
of Elis' history was in circulation not long after Hippias wrote. 72 The 
conclusion that Ephorus looked to Hippias' anagraphe ·as a source for Elean 
history lies near at hand, particularly since the earliest local histories of Elis 

69 Strabo 8.3.33. 
70 Ibidem. 
71 The Spartans may have helped the Eleans establish control over Triphylia in order to create a 

secure northern border for Messenia. Elean activity in Triphylia presumably did not significandy 
predate the Elean conquest of Pisatis in the early sixth century, which would place possible 
Spartan-Elean cooperation in Triphylia in the period when Elis joined the Peloponnesian League. 

There is archaeological evidence in the form of publicly-dedicated bronze vessels and stone proxenoi 
seats that might be taken to show that Sparta enjoyed a special prominence at Olympia in the sixth 
century. For this evidence, cf. Siewert 1991. Bilik 1998-1999 seeks to prove that Hippias invented 

the idea of Elean sacred neutrality, but the evidence for this is very tenuous. Hippias no doubt 
found the idea of Elean neutrality to be convenient, but it could easily have been in circulation 

earlier. For an analysis of the political content of the various stories that existed in the ancient 
Greek world about the foundation of the Olympics, cf. Ulf 1997. Ulf does not, however, consider 

any possible connections between these stories and the Spartan-Elean war of 400. 
72 On Ephorus, cf. Barber 1935; Schepens 1977; and Toye 1994. 
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were not written until the Hellenistic period. As a result, the number of 
places to which Ephorus could have turned for information on Elean history 
was limited. 73 If Ephorus' account does indeed draw directly from Hippias' 
anagraphe, the latter gave a version of events in which both the Herakleidai
the ancestors of the Spartan kings-and Lycurgus-the founding father of 
the Spartan state-were invoked in support of Elean claims to Olympia. It is 
worth noting in this regard that Plutarch in his biography of Lycurgus makes 
mention of Hippias' observations on Lycurgus' skill as a military 
commander. 74 One cannot help but wonder if Hippias did not find some way 
to associate Lycurgus with the campaigns the Spartans ostensibly undertook 
in support of the Eleans. 

Conclusion 

It should now be evident that Hippias' 'OA.u~movtK&v &vaypa<p~ was almost 
certainly constructed with the specific intent of strengthening Elean claims to 
Olympia. 

An interesting parallel can. be found in the IIu9tovtK&v &vaypa<p~ 
compiled by Aristotle and Callisthenes in the 330s. The Aristotelian 
Pythionikai contained both historical information on the First Sacred War and 
a victor list. Pierre Sanchez, following Noel Robertson, has recently suggested 
that Philip of Macedon may have arranged for the production of the 
Pythionikai so that it could serve as an implicit apologia for his actions in the 
Third Sacred War.75 As tagos of Thessaly, Philip could easily be aligned with 
Eurylochos, the Thessalian leader of the Amphictyony in the First Sacred 
War, to the benefit of the reputation of the former. The Aniphictyons passed 
an honorary decree recognizing Aristotle and Callisthenes for their work with 
the Pythian victor list, quite possibly because the Pythionikai offered an 
account of the First Sacred War that helped re-affirm the Amphictyons' 
position and privileges at Delphi in the aftermath of the Third Sacred War. 
The Aristotelian Pythionikai was thus strikingly similar in terms of content and 
purpose to Hippias' anagraphe, and Hippias' work, of which Aristotle and 
Callisthenes were fully aware, may have served as a model. 

The view of the Hippias' anagraphe offered here has ramifications for our 
understanding and use of the Olympic victor list. Two examples will serve to 

73 On local histories of Elis, cf. Jacoby 1923-1958, IIIb:301-14 and Illb1:221-36. As Schepens 
1977, 103 has pointed out, Ephorus relied heavily on extant historiographic work: "Ephorus 
appears to have relied primarily on his historian-predecessors, whose writings he industriously 
employed, not only for history of the past, but where possible also for contemporary events .. .. " 
74 Plutarch, Lycur;gus 23.1. 
75 Cf. the bibliography cited supra in n. 24. 
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illustrate the point. The first example pertains to the history of Greek 
athletics in general and the history of the Olympic Games in particular. A 
complete list of stadion victors, running from the 1st to the 249th Olympiads, is 
preserved in the work of Eusebius.76 Although there were numerous later 
recensions of the Olympic victor list, there is little doubt that the early parts 
of the list transmitted by Eusebius are directly reliant upon the list constructed 
by Hippias.77 Much has been made of the fact that the section of the Olympic 
victor list covering the period from roughly 700 to 575 is dominated by 
Spartan athletes.78 The names recorded in the list may be an accurate 
reflection of Spartan success at Olympia, or they may be a product of Hippias' 
indulgence of a pro-Spartan bias in the compilation of the earlier parts of the 
list, the sources for which were fragmentary at best. The marked diminution 
in the percentage of victors in the list coming from Sparta after the first 
quarter of the sixth century may point to a sharp decline in Spartan success at 
Olympia, or it may be the result of greater availability of source material and 
the concomitant restriction on Hippias' ability to fill in gaps with Spartan 
athletes. 

The second example pertains to the chronology of the First Messenian 
War. Messenian stadion victors disappear from the Olympic victor list after 
the 11th Olympiad (736), while Spartan stadion victors first appear in the 16th 
Olympiad (716).79 The twenty-year interval corresponds precisely to the 
traditional duration of the First Messenian War, and the list of stadion victors 
has been taken as confirmation of the basic veracity of the ancient sources 
that describe the Spartan conquest of Messenia. The preceding 
argumentation suggests that a certain degree of caution must be exercised in 
drawing any such conclusion. We have already seen that Hippias had to rely 
on a lacunose collection of sources in assembling the earlier parts of the 
Olympic victor list. The problem must have been particularly acute for the 
eighth century, a period for which there were virtually no documentary 
sources available to Hippias. This meant that Hippias was entirely reliant on 
oral traditions, which were notably lacking in chronological precision. For 
this period, he had to put an unsequenced list of names into some sort of 
order. If he was indeed intent upon using his '0A.Uf.l1tLOVtK&v &vaypa<p~ for 
the political advantage of Elis, then he would have had good reason to arrange 
those names in a fashion that corresponded to Spartan mythoi about the 

76 The list is most easily accessible in Rutgers 1980/1862), but note that Rutgers was probably 
wrong to think that Eusebius took the list from Sextus Julius Africanus. On this question, cf. 
Mosshammer 1979, 128-68. 
77 On this point, cf.Jacoby 1923-1958, Illb1:221-28 and Jiithner 1909,60-70. 
78 Cf. the discussion in Hodkinson 1999. 
79 Cf., for example, Beloch 1912-27, 1:148-54; Beloch 1929; Brinkmann 1915; and Honle 1972, 29-
34. 
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Messenian Wars. He needed to appease the Spartans, and the version of the 
early history of Elis that was articulated in his anagraphe seems to have linked 
the Spartan conquest of Messenia to Elean expansion in Pisatis and Triphylia. 
The Olympic victor list may well, therefore, not be an independent check on 
other ancient traditions about the Messenian Wars, but rather a direct 
reflection of those traditions. That even a seemingly innocuous list of 
Olympic victors requires careful handling is a reminder of the difficulties of 
dealing with historical sources, ancient Greek sources no less so than any 
others. 
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